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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 200 In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, August 23, 1975
Contracts Signed On
Local Library Project
The contract for the expansion and
renovation of the Calloway County Public
Library building is being finalized this
week by members of the Library Board of
Trustees.
H. W. Darnell Construction Corporation
of Gilbertsville, Kentucky submitted the
lowest bid of $138,000, and a Paducah firm,
Peck and Associates Architects are in
charge of architectural plans for the
building.
The project is being funded with an
$85,000 state grant and local library
revenue on a 62 percent-38 percent basis.
Work is scheduled to begin on the building
immediately, according to Librarian
Margaret Trevathan.
CONTRACTS SIGNED—Jack Belote, president of the Construction Corporation,
and Jean Blankenship, secretary, sign the contracts for the Calloway County
Public library building program, with H. W. Darnell, contractor, and Curtis Flan-
nery of Peck Architects and Associates. Looking or! are Judge Robert 0. Miller,
Max B. Hurt, chairman of the Library Trustees, Martha Broach, trustee, and
Librarian Margaret Trevathan. Staff Photo bv David Hill
Murray High School students may
purchase new textbooks on Wednesday,
August 27 from 11:30 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. arid
from 6:00 to.'8:00 p. m. at the high school.
New textbooks will be on sale in the
cafeteria. Students must purchase new
textbooks for the following subjects:
World History, World Geography,
American History, Economics, High
School Arithmetic, and General
Mathematics.
The Student Council will sponsor a used
book sale in the gymnasium also on August
27, from 1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m. and 6:00 to
8:00 p. m. Students that would like for the
Student Council to sell their used textbooks
should bring them to the high school on A r
Tuesday, August 26, from 11:00 a. m. to
3:00 p. m.
Books that may be purchased either new
or used include: English I, English II,
Speech, Algebra I, Algebra II, Geometry,
Trigonometry, Math 12, Physical Science,
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Health,
Spanish, French, Bookkeeping, Shorthand,
Consumer Education, General Business
and American Government.
Workbooks or lab manuals for the
following courses will be English I,
English II, Genral Science, Physical
Science, Physics, Chemistry, General
Business, Bookkeeping, Shorthand,
French I, and American History.
The dates for these book sales are
August 27 at the above mentioned times.
New textbooks and workbooks will also be
sold on Thursday, August 21I from 11:30 a.
m. to 5:00 p. m., and on Friday, August 29




The Murray City Schools will begin their
feeding program on Tuesday, September
2. Lunches will be 50 cents daily, extra
milk will be five cents, and breakfast will
be served at Carter and Murray Midile
School for 15 cents, according to Glinda
Jeffrey, Food Service Director.
Tickets will be available during
registration, Wednesday, August 27, at the
following places: Murray High - Lobby;
Murray Middle - Food Service Office,
Austin Building; Carter - School office;
Robertson - School office.
The expansion will include a large and
more adequate multi-purpose room, office
and work areas for the library staff, and
an office for the Purchase District Library
which has its headquarters in Murray.
Renovation plans for the existing building
consist of rearrangement of space to allow
for an expansion of book space and reading
areas. Also included in the project will be
increased parking facilities.
The library building was built in 1970 and
due to the large increase in the use of its
services has outgrown its present ac-
comodations. Circulation of books from
the library has risen steadily in the past 5
years with this past July holding the gil. -
time record of 17,021 books checked out.
The bookmobile circulation is in addition
to that figure. Six Story Hours are held
each week and special programs are
presented throughout the year.
Registered borrowers number 11,580. A
card can be issued to the entire family, to
children over 7 years of age, and to in-
dividuals. The library staff estimates that
approximately 20,000 Calloway Countians
use the library on a fairly regular basis.
The library is open six days a week.
. Max B. Hurt, Chairman of the Library
Trustees, said that he is pleased to see that
ttrzt- me -library Tieresiffater--
additional facilities and that he finds great
satisfaction in the continuing support of
Calloway Countians and the Fiscal Court.
Others serving on the Library Board of
Trustees are: Dr. A. H. Kopperud,
Treasurer; Jean Blankenship, Secretary;
Jack Belote and Martha Broach, board
members; Fred Schultz, Advisor; and
Lochie Hart, honorary member. Serving
as president of the Calloway County Public
Library District Construction Corporation
is Jack Belote.
The Fourth Annual Miss. Reflect-sue
Contest will be held Sunday, September M,
at 3:00 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World
Building. All Rangerettes of the Woodmen
of the World ages eight through fifteen are
eligible.
Girls will be judged on poise, personality
and talent. There will be no entry fee but
applications must by in by August 30, 1975.
Judges will be from out-of-town and the
pageant is sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of the Woodmen of the World.
For additional information and ap-
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MOBILE HOME DESTROYED—The home of Gerald Garner: Highway 121 South, was completely -destroyed by fire late
last night. The cause of the. fire was not known, according to members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue, who battled
the blaze. Members ansYvering'The call included Jim Green, Max Coowdy, Loyd Key, Roger Hughes, Ronnie Billings, ferry
Edwards, Gordon Wirt, Floyd Garland, Danny Parrish, Hal Winchester, Carl Hosford, Ricky Edwards, Bernard Steen, andi
Charles Tubbs_
Staff Photo by David H•11
One Section — 12 Pages
KLAN RALLY HELD—Area members of the Ku Klux Klan held a rally under the watchful eye of state police last night in
Boaz, Kentucky. No violence was reported by witnesses at the scene.
Hot and
Humid
Continued sunny, hot and humid with
isolated afternoon and evening thun-
dershowers tonight and Sunday. Highs
Sunday in the low to mid 90s. Lows tonight
in the low to mid 70s. Winds southerly 5-10
m.p.h. Sunday. Outlook for Monday — sun-
ny, hot and humid. Rain chances are 20 per
cent tonight and Sunday.
Dr. Charles Tuttle, obsterician and
gyneocologist; will soon be ending the
obstetrical part of his practice. Dr. Tuttle
said, -Thirty five years of delivering
babies is enough. I have enjoyed my ob-
stetrical practice and I will miss it; but the
time has come to limit my hours and this is
the logical way to do it."
In 1940, Dr. Tuttle delivered his first
baby in Boston. Massachusetts; the last
baby, Cheryl Denise Fogle, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Fogle, was delivered
at 7:29 p.m. Tuesday, August 19. During
his 35 years of practice, he has delivered
between 8.060 and 9,000 babies.
Originally from Maine, Dr. Tuttle
received his B. S. degree from Bowdoin
Dr. Charles Tuttle
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary in
cooperation with the Department of
Health, P. E. and Recreation at Murray
State will offer Boating . Skills and
Seamanship during the fall semester.
Beginning Tuesday, September 2 and
College, Brunswick, Maine in 1937. He
attended Boston University, Boston,
Massachusetts. He interned at Lynn
Hospital, Lynn, Massachusetts and had a
Fellowship at Massachusetts General,
Boston, Massachusetts. Dr. Tuttle did his
residency in obstetrics and gynecology at
Fitzsimmons General, Denver Colorado.
Prior to coming to Murray, Dr. Tuttle
served in the Air Force for 12 years. His
last post was as Chief of Obstetrics at
Barksdale Air Force Base in Shreveport,
Louisiana. Dr. Tuttle has been practicing
in Murray for 22 years.
Dr. Tuttle will continue to practice, but
he is limiting his practice to gynecology.
Staff Photo by Barry Drew
meeting each Tuesday night from 7-9 p.
m., the course will be taught by instructors
from both the Auxiliary and the Univer-
sity.
Some of the subjects included are boat
handling, aids to navigation, legal
requirements, sailing, knots, and a new
section on dams and lock. There is a $5.00
fee which includes the textbook and
classroom supplies.
Persons desiring university credit may
register for REC 500 to receive two hours
credit on August 25 and 26 in the Student
Union Building. All others may enroll at
6:45 p.m. on the first day of class meeting.
September 2. The class will meet in the
Education Building, Room 65.3.
There are no prerequisites for the course
and it is open to all ages. Certification by
the Coast Guard Auxiliary will be awarded
to all those completing the course. Com-
pletion of this course may entitle a boat
owner to certain discounts on boating
insurance.
For further information, call -Shirley
Johnson, 753-2277 or Dr. Chad Stewart, 762-
6188.
DR. T4TTI.E'S LAST DELIVERY—Cheryl Denise Fogel, with her mother Mrs. Pat
Fogel. wis_ the last baby delivered by Dr. Charles Tuttle.
r •




But Won't Marry One
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I just met a very attractive man. (I'm
divorced, and he has never been married.)
My problem is that he is a private detective, and I just
can't see myself married to a man who makes his living
snooping around, spying on people, following them and
eavesdropping on their conversations.
He told me a little about his line of work, and at first I
was fascinated, but after a while I started to wonder what
kind of a man would do that for a living.
I like his personality, and he treats me like a queen, but
his profession bothers me.
Am I wrong to feel the way I do?
FUSSY
DEAR FUSSY: I imagine there are many women who
would think a private detective's work is very glamorous
and exciting. But if it bothers you, turn him loose.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem —a lazy wife. When I get
home after a hard day's work, I would like to have a tasty,
home-cooked meal, but instead, I get one of those
pre-cooked, frozen TV dinners. - • —
She's sly about it, too. She puts the TV dinner on another
plate and tries to pass it off as something she cooked
herself. I know they're TV dinners because I've seen the
boxes in the garbage can.
My wife doesn't work outside the house, so it's not as
though she doesn't have the time to make something from
scratch.
I don't want to tell her that I am on to her tricks because
she's a very sensitive person, and I hate to hurt her feelings.
What should I do?
LOSING PATIENCE
DEAR LOSING: Maybe she's not lazy but just lacks
confidence in her ability to cook. Suggest that she enroll in a
coekies ,ass. (The Imp). X)VC.4..essibably ieffeess_ecesugess,The squearlarwheergets te grease, so squeal's up!
DEAR ABBY: I remarried a few years ago. Myahusband
and I were both born in Canada, but our parents'
nationalities are different.
Whenever we go out among his family or friends, he
speaks in thc tongue of his parents, although. they can all
speak English well enough.
I can't understand their language, so I sit for hours like a
dummy, while they laugh and chatter away.
I think it is rude for them to talk in a language that I
can't understand. All they say to me is "Hello" and
Goociby."
I have told my husband how I feel about this, and he
says I am silly.
Am I wrong to feel out of place and hurt? And have you
any suggestions for me?
OUT OF IT AT 40
DEAR OUT: You say your husband's friends and family
can all "speak English well enough's but persist in talking a
language that is foreign to you when you are in their
presence. If none speaks to you in English, you're being
deliberately tuned out. If I were you, I'd stay home.
CONFIDENTIAL TO W. IN SCHENECTADY: Most
things that seem too good to be true aren't. Don't rush into
anything.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope. please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a




Applications for the three
year-old group for the fall term
at Murray Cooperating Pre-
school to begin September 3 are
being taken.
The school is located in
Gleason Hall, located at North
Twelfth and Payne Streets. No
openings in the four year-old
group are available.
For further information,





The United Methodist Women
of the Goshen Church was held
Wednesday, August 6, at the
church with Mrs. Marelle
Farless, president, presiding.
Twenty members were present.
Mrs. Farless expressed
thanks for the monthly goals
and said the new pew pads
would be installed by August 17.
The shut-in Visitation count for
the month was thirty-eight.
The devotion on "Com-
mitment" taken feom John 15
was given by Mrs. Nancy Hart.
Mrs. Nettie Beach presented
the program from one of Corrie
Ten Boom's books entitled
"Tramp For God."
An interesting report on the
School of Missions held at
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn., was given by Mrs. Nancy
Mre,,,jaeille
The group was dismissed with
prayer by Mrs. Nell Rhea and
then joined the Methodist Men
for refreshments served by




NEW YORK AP) — Trav-
eling widows aren't looking for
a husband when they go on va-
cation. They want to get away
from their environment and
meet interesting people — both
men and women, according to
Mrs. Beatrice Green, executive
director of the Widows Travel
Club, which enables lonely wid-




biscuits enhance the most
humble supper. Give the bis-
cuits a homemade touch by
dipping in golden, melted but-
ter, then sprinkling them with
sesame, poppy or celery
seeds. Bake according to
package directions and serve
hot, or course.
IhioAr" Is Here
Mix and Match Separates
*Long Skirts *Short Skirts
*Slacks *Blouses *Blazers





Use Our Convenient Layaway
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 24, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mae 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Even though a Sunday, you
may be able to complete a
transaction which enhances
security. A friend versed in the
law could be of great help.
TAURUS
1 Apr. 21 to May 21)
The accent now is on social
activity. Welcome the op-
portunity to meet people, make
new friends, perhaps make
contacts which could prove
invaluable, business-wise.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Change, variety and travel
are highlighted in your chart.
You may have to make some
adjustments in your life, but the
challenge 'should prove in-
teresting.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Join forces with an individual
who has dynamic, original
ideas. An Arien or Leoite could
,fill the bill. You often have great
ideas but need a bit of a push to
put them over.
EEO
July 24 to Aug. 231 424g
An unusual request deserves
your consideration. Fulfilling it
may involve some inconve-
nience, but you will be amply
repaid.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
There may be some c_onflict
between desire and necessity..
Be realistic, as the Virgoan
usually is, and the answer will
come.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ..0.11
Avoid overexertion and ex-
citement; make no unnecessary
changes in smooth-running
projects. Romance and family
interests in special planetary
favor.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rItyli
Better than some days, less




the best intent and only good
can come of it. Believe, with
strong faith, in your teamwork
with others.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Neither look for trouble nor
believe it won't come just
because you look the other way.
Face up to situations and you
won't fool yourself or find
problems as difficult to solve.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Good planetary influences
will help those of you who
remain in form and are ready to
handle everyday obligations as
well as new matters which
always seem to come as a
• •surprise."
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '
Don't lose confidence in your
ability to produce the results
you want—even if temporarily
stymied. Keep trying. Some
dandy advantages on your side.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
)40
There's a tendency now to act
without thinking, then ask
yourself the "whys" of failure.
Map out a workable program
BEFORE starting. Also, take
note of new trends. Good results
for like effort.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with an engaging
personality and are highly
gregarious by nature. The
Virgoan is idealistic and
sometimes suffers needlessly
surhen others ciesnaliee,ue to bak.
lofty standards. You have a
great love of home and family
and, though you enjoy travel,
are happier in your own
surroundings. You are ex-
tremely versatile; would make
a good banker, journalist, real
estate operator, confidential
secretary or diplomat; would be
happiest, however, in work
which requires careful research
and meticulous attention to
detail—as in science. Try to
curb tendencies to be overly






FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 25, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Planetary influences only
fairly generous, so Apo will have
to provide your own momentum
to carry on now. Neither too
many problems nor much op-
position indicated, however.
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 21)
A beneficent Venus stimu-
lates all your innate artistry.
Even your most -offbeat.' ideas
could now prove feasible
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) n451-
Look deeply into all the
situations. Surface appearances
could be misleading. Using that
innate foresight of yours,
however, you shouldn't have
much trouble in spotting flaws.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Benign aspects now favor
business and financial matters.
A good day for planning for the
future. Don't hope to gain by
taking short-cuts, however.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) 44;z
A vital period! Most en-
deavors should prosper. but
think before you speak or act.
Above all, avoid tendencies
toward the unorthodox: to
extremes, in general.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A stimulating day! Step forth,
assert yourself with confidence,
bargain astutely, and tackle
anything you know to be within
your capabilities.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Control your imagination
while you also develop its
tremendous potentials for
furthering your advancement.
Don't let random ideas lead you
out of bounds.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Your outlook not entirely _
auspicious. Contention may pop
up in the least expected places.
Exercise restraint, put forward
your very best manner and good
will to counteract.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Not much planetary help here
but, using your abilities to the
utmost, you can make a go of
the stay on your own. And'a good




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /1
Your fine mind and keen
perception should assist you in
even the most difficult en-
deavors. If you don't stray off
course, you can REALLY
achieve now.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be ready to face competition.
You usually enjoy the stimula-
tion of this, but don't burn the
candle at both ends in your
desire to get ahead. Easy does
it!
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20(
.tr•
X Q'
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
neglecting minor items. A good
period for tackling jobs that
require patience and a steady
hand.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a lively outlook on
life; you are keen-minded,
remarkably intuitive, per-
ceptive and practical. You are
more meticulous about han-
dling details than those born
under most Signs, and your
integrity is outstanding. You
have a great love of knowledge
and never stop trying to ac-
cumulate more than you have.
If you can curb a tendency to be
overexacting with those under
your supervision, you would
make an excellent teacher, but
many other fields are suited to
your wealth of talents, notably:
science, literature, music, the
stage, medicine and the law.
Birthdate of: James Lick,
astronomer; Bret Harte, Amer.
author; Leonard Bernstein,
symphony conductor, com-




Woodland Ferns and Mosses
walk will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at six p.m.
Sunday, August 24
Mr. and Mrs. ttuble Cope of
Benton will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary with
a reception at the lounge of the
Bank of Marshall County,
Benton, from two to four p.m.
Nature's Rainbow, slide show
and discussion of wildflowers
and birds, will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at two p.m.
Monday, August 25
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Humes
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan Building, from 6:30 to nine
p. m.
Monday, August 25
Murray Chapter of La Leche
League will meet at the home of
Marcia Darling, 1658 Calloway
Avenue, at eight p.m.
Monday, August 25
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Senior Citizens Advisory
Board will meet at St. John's
;Iter at ten a.m.
Tuesday, August 26
Dexter Senior Citizens Crafts
group will meet at the Dexter
Center at nine a.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Quota Club of Murray will





Mr. and Mrs. Will Noah Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Will Noah Williams, 157 Calvert Drive, Reidland,
Paducah, formerly of Calloway County, will observe their golden
wedding anniversary on Sunday, August 31, with a reception in
their home with their sons and daughter-in-law as hosts and
hostesses.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of
two and four p.m. No invitations are being sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams were married September 5, 1925, with
Rev. H. W. Davis reading the ceremony in the parsonage of the
Bethel Methodist Church, Murray. They were attended by Miss
Irene Boggess, sister of Mrs. Williams, and Fred Phillips.
Mrs. Williams was the former Elsie Boggess, daughter of the
late Thomas Richard and Bettie Austin Boggess, and taught
school in Calloway County. Mr. Williams, son of the late William
Alva and Cathrine Mitts Williams, lived near Kirksey. He was
employed by Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Mich., for many
years before joining Union Carbide of Paducah where he worked
until his retirement on December 31, 1968.
They are the parents of three SUMS, Col. Nelson Williams of An-
drews Air Force Base, Washington, D. C., Thomas Williams of
Paris, Tenn., and Donald Williams of Oxon Hill, Md. They have
eleven grandchildren.
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
lunch at noon and tablegames at
1:30- 'p.m. Workshop on
macrame will be at eleven a.m.
at St. John's Center.
Wednesday, August 27
Homemakers' Trailing School
on "Indoor landscaping" will
be taught by Juanita Amonett at
the Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, at 9:30 a.m.
Craft lesson "Macrame"
hanging pots for homemakers
will be taught by Wild Rasp-
berry personnel at one p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center.
Dexter and Alino 'Senior
Citizens will meet at the Dexter
Center at 9:30 a.m.
Activities will be at Senior
Citizens Community Center on
North 2nd Street at one p.m.
with a Fire Department official
to be guest speaker.
Bowling for Senior Citizens




Carmen D'Angelo of Murray




. . . answers your questions
. . . cuts the red tape
. . . solves consumer problems
. . . gives information and referral
WRITE HEARTLINE if you have a specific




Murray Ledger & Times
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
COPY of The Murray Ledger L
Times by 5:30 p. m. ore urged
; to call 753-1916 between 5:30
F. m. and 6 p. tn. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.











Action-packed Sport Shoe for
Men, Big Boys. Blue Nylon-Suede
with White Stripes. Padded Collar












Prrces Good rhru TuftSdaY
10-7Mon.-Ttars.
94 Sid
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Flel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
























ONLY 2 MORE WEEKS
TO SEE THE BIGGEST
PICTURE OF THE YEAR
\r"--"'";* T."






Late Show Fri-Sat 11:40
"Girls In The StreetlX) 18 or over only
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Page 3— Saturday Afternoon, August 23, 1975
Klan May Be Symptom
Of A Serious Disease
It seems you can never quite get
rid of the Ku Klux Klan, no matter
hpw much reasonable, informed
and intelligent people recognize
the ridiculousness of parading
around in white sheets for causes
that, regardless of what verbiage
they hide behind, still smack of
bigotry, hatred and fascism.
The terrorism that the KKK
robes once struck is muted now. A
march is likely to draw heckling
from blacks and whites alike and
the picture of grown men
parading around in white robes
probably causes more chuckles
than cold chills.
But it is still disturbing to know
that this past week in Theheart of
Horry County two marches were
held to protest the murder charge
brought against a Conway
policeman for shooting a black
Conway resident.
We would like to emphasize that
we in no way protest the right of
any group to peaceably assemble
in protest or support of any cause.
The Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
had just as much right to their
protest assembly as the black
groups who marched in protest of
the shooting a few weeks before.
But what we cannot understand
is why anyone who wishes to
organize in protest of anything
would hide behind the mask and
hood of an organization which has
been associated with terrorism,
racism and brutality for almost a
century...
We call on any right-thinking
members of the Klan to, if they
wish to protest, do it openly, as a
group of citizens who have a cause
that they think is right. By
associating themselves with the
legacy of the Klan, they assure
that reasonable people will look
on them only as kooks.
\ Dangerous, insidious, but not
•something to be taken seriously...
- Myrtle Beach (S. C.) Sun News
The Crisis In India
The dictatorial powers assumed
by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
in the name of defending India but
actually to perpetuate herself in
office can only be viewed with
sorrow and dismay.
If India joins the lengthening
list of emergent nations that have
taken the road to totalitarianism,
what hope is there for freedom
anywhere in the so-called Third
World for which India was in
inany ways the model?
The answer depends upon how
deeply rooted democracy really is
on the subcontinent and how
grievously Mrs. Gandhi may have
injured it...
Whether she remains prime
minister, legally or illegally, or
whether she relinquishes her rule,
voluntaNy, or involuntarily, if
nothing else 'Indira Gandhi has by
her actions.. forfeited the mantle
she once wore bilth as the
respected leader of— the world's
largest democracy and as a
spokesman for law and morality
in the community of nations.




By Ed W. Hancock
If you're thinking of catching a bargain
by buying a swimming pool at the end of
the season, watch out for sharks—not in
the pool, but in fly-by-night companies
trying to cash in on swimming pool sales.
Beware of bait and switch, where an ad
for a low cost pool prompts you to call a
salesperson who tells you what poor
filters, liners and guarantees you would be
buying. The salesperson then tries to
switch you to a higher priced pool. Don't
fall for the bait or the switch.
Watch out for referral selling, where
salespersons offer you a discount if you
supply them with the names of your
friends who would buy a pool themselves.
Referral selling is illegal in Kentucky.
„ Another tactic to watch for is the model
home pitch, where 'the salesperson offers
you a "special price" .if your pool may be
used as a demonstrator model. The
salesperson may say they are looking for a
"level lot" and yours qualifies. In most
,A-ases, the pool is never shown to anyone
and the special price is the price regularly
charged to all purchasers.
One tactic mentioned by officials in a
nearby state involves a so-called sym-
pathetic salesperson. The salesperson is so
fond of the consumer that he or she calls
the home office for permission to sell the
pool at less than the regular price. Per-
mission is usually given_ but the
"reduced" price is actually more than that
charged by other companies.
To avoid these schemes, consumers
should deal with local, well-established
companies. Obtain estimates from three
different contractors and ask for the
names of previous customers. Then call
those customers to find out if they're
satisfied. Get all estimates and guarantees
in writing and know what's covered by
them. Also, find out who will make repairs
if they are needed.
If you have a consumer complaint.
contact the Attorney General's Division of
Consumer Protection, The Capitol, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601. Kentucky consumers may
call toll-free on the toll-free on the con-
sumer hotline by dialing 1-800-372-2960.
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Why Social Security
From The Social Security Office
A spokesman for the Paducah Social
Security District Office recently gave the
following response to a group when one of
their members asked the question, "WliS
Social Security?" That question is being
asked more and more nowadays as the
number of beneficiaries grows and the
number of contributors reaches a more
stable level.
Why Social Security? "Well, to the
millions who get monthly checks under
this program, it is the difference between
dignity and destitution, between existence
and starvation, between living as in-
dependent citizens instead of residents of
some public or privately supported home
for the aged, crippled or the orphaned. But
there are many who will not accept such
an answer, since they do not believe that
workers in general should take on the
burden of caring for folks such as these.
"Whenever someone prods me with that
question or tries to tell me how much
better he could invest the money he con-
tributes for Social Security I have to stop
and wait. I might even be tempted to
remind him that he is one of those lucky
persons who can afford the risks involved.
Not everyone can buy insurance to cover
every situation a working individual might
feet-. Some people cord& nothusyliefat-111.: --
Others who would badly need this
protection would simply buy none of it,
preferring to spend that cost for something
of more immediate interest.
"Now whether people buy insurance or
have any protection at all against loss of
income, the conditions that bring about-
income loss are not going to change one
bit. People will still get old and some will
become disabled. Others will die and the
statistics will run on regardless of whether
these working persons took any
precautions to provide for their own or
their family's rainy day. The tragedies of
the great depression years of the early
1930's that brought Scoial Security into
being are either forgotten or simply
skipped over in the history books. But
these cold, hard facts remain that every
day there are thousands who will -never
work again because they have been retired
for age, or disability, or because death has
removed them from the scene.
"Without Social Security, many of these
individuals, particularly their families in
case of death, would face the same bleak
existence endured by the jobless workers
of the thirties and the families of those who
died.
"Why Social Security? The answer can
be found all around us in the steady decline
or virtual disappearance of the orphans'
homes, the less difficult declining years
for older members of the population, who
now have a means of livelihood other than
being dependent on home folks, the
comfortable feeling that if something does
happen to cut off income because of
disability or death, there will at least be
something to depend upon.
"American workers want and need
Social Security, which is a program of
working together. No individual worker
Cauld 'ever-- hope **en -stride' -
favorable conditions to provide for every
situation he or his family might run
across. As a group, the workers of this
nation can, and for more than 35 years
they have done just that. It's your Social
Security and you know why. Make the
most of it.
"If you have any questions about your
social security, please feel free to call us at
the following numbers. The Paducah office
number is 443-7506 and the Mayfield office
number is 247-8095."
Official Secrets Act
This country has never had an
Official Secrets Act such as the
British act.
Instead it has been the founda—
tion of American law in this area
that the government must oper-
ate at all times in the full light of
public knowledge. Our govern-
ment belongs to the people and
can withhold information from
the people only in those specific
cases where disclosure would
cause a clear and present danger
to the Republic.
The presumption in every case
is and should be that the public
has a right to know. If there is
doubt, we must come down on
the side of public knowledge
The burden of proof must rest
on the government. The "top
secret" stamp alone can never
be taken at face value without an
inquiry to determine whether it
was properly used. The judicial
branch should be responsible for
reviewing the propriety of ex-
ecutive branch secrecy when-
ever a question arises.
Something like this rationale
underlies our present body of
federal law, even though the ac-
cumulation of precedents and
statutes over many years has
left room for doubt as to what the
law really is.
Now comes Senate Bill I (S. 1)
in Washington, a 753-page docu-
ment drafted to give the nation
Let's Stay Well 
Women Switching To Dentistry
More women are choosing
dentistry as a profession.
especially in recent years.
The total number of women
dentists in the United States is
'estimated at 2.000, approx-
imately 1.5 per cent of the cur-
rent dentist popolationl
But, the American Dental As-
sociation's statistics show that
women dental students make up
11.2 per cent of the 20.146 stu-
dents in the 58 dental schools in
the United States this year.
Women who like to work with
their hands, who enjoy people
and who have an interest in
science find dentistry an attrac-
tive profession.
Much dental work is done on
persons who are otherwise heal-
thy and ambulatory. thus being
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M D
able to come to an office by ap-
pointment. This scheduling of
dental work has the advantage
of flexibility and can often allow
a woman dentist enough time to
marry and raise a family, if she
wishes to do so.
Women have been well
received as dental hygienists,
and they are finding ready ac-
ceptance as dentists by their pa-
tients and by their peer male
dentists.
Many women enter dentistry
from fields of training other than,
by the direct route of predental
courses. Some female dental stu-
dents have studied chemistry,
nursing, teaching, pharmacy,
medidal Idfleratory technology
or library science, only to switch
to predental or dental courses
because of the discovery of
special advantages of dentisty
for women
With dentists in short supply, a
dental practice is easy to estab-
lish in almost any community
and is a reliable source of a subs-
tantial, stable income.
One dental student summed
up the situation by saying. "Den-
tistry is a very convenient pro-
fession for women.-
Q: Mrs. C 0. wants to know if
baby turtles as pets are danger-
ous to health.
A: Such turtles continue to be a
source of salmonella infections,
which cause fever and intestinal
upsets. Persons handle the tur-
tles and contaminate their
hands By touching the mouth or
handling food, the germs are
BLASINGAME
passed along to the individual's
intestinal tract. More than 250,-
000 cases are estimated to occur
annually in the United States.
The Food and Drug Administra-
lion has recently announced a
ban on the sale of pet turtle,
Q Mr. S. Y. asks if it is true
that Mushrooms may help heart
disease,
A: Preliminary research ale
University of Michigan indicate.s:
that 4nusiirooms ma, \ helt' tr)
lower the blood revel ,Pf
cholesterol. If such findings
prove to be accurate, heart dis-
ease due to hartteningof the ar-
teries might be prevented AI
least partially. ly red uen0,1
the Cholesterol in the,
its first criminal code of federal
laws. Much of the bill is un-
doubtedly good but certain sec-
tons would create what its crit-
ics describe as this country's
first Official Secrets Act
It prohibits communicating
any national defense informa-
tion to anyone without govern-
ment authority if the informa-
tion could be used to the disad-
vantage of this country. That is a
broad prohibition and, unlike
present law, does not require the
prosecution to prove intent to
harm the country.
Under the bill it would also be
a felony to disclose any classi-
fied information, regardless of
the propriety of the classifica-
tion.
The bill asserts for the first
time ownership by the govern-
ment of a broad category of in-
formation. It appears to be
aimed more at government em-
ployes and newsmen than at
spies. A bill aimed at espionage
could be much more narrowly
and precisely drawn. -
Before S. 1 passes the Senate
the sections dealing with secrecy
should be thoroughly revised or
dropped entirely from the bill.
We don't need an Official Secrets
Act.
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Letter To The Editor
On Animal Treatment
Dear Editor:
Larry Riter's letter deploring the
dumping of an animal from a car onto the
highway made me sick and angry. I saw
the same thing about a month ago.
A high percentage of these bewildered
animals wind up smashed on the roadway
within a few minutes, and most of the rest
die eventually of starvation.
My husband an I moved to Murray two
months ago and were appalled to learn
71 GNTWAD
10 Years Ago
The Murray Board of Zoning Ad-
justment decided to issue the permit to the
city of Murray to build a sub-station for the
Murray Fire Department at South 16th and
Locust Streets.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Mathis who died today at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Figures show 13.3 per cent of Calloway
County residents are now on the new
Medicare program.
New officers of the Murray High School
Band Boosters Club are Cliff Cochran,
Marvin Harris, Mrs. Macon Blankenship,
and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten.
Miss L.ashlee Bell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Bell, and Ronald Paul
Foster, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh W.
Foster, were married August 15 at the
First Methodist Church.
20 Years Ago
Some textbooks have been changed in
both the city and county schools, according
to W. Z. Carter, superintendent of City
Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Brandon will observe
their golden wedding anniversary on
September 4.
Births reported include a girl, Mitzi Ann,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson Ross on
August 5, a boy, James Humphreys, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Otis Pasco on August 3, and
a girl, Paula Fay, to Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell
Jones on August 5.
Mrs. Herbert G. Wright of Tuscaloosa,
Ala., announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Constance Lee, to Albert Lee Stone, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Stone of Murray.
Miss Geraldine Outland and Dwayne
McClard were married August 13.
Bible ,Thought
0 give thanks unto the Lord; for
he is good; for his mercy endureth
forever. I Chronicles 16:34.
When one considers the mercies
of God, he must be thankful. And a
thankful heart is a cheerful heart.
that a city of this size does riot have a




( EDITOR'S NOTE: A local chapter of
the Humane Society has recently been
formed in Murray. Interested persons
should contact Richard Baker, president,
at 753-4307 after 5 p. m.)
- 30 Years Ago
Eight bridges in Kentucky including the
Eggners Ferry Bridge over the Tennessee
River and Kentucky Lake were made free
of toll on August 17. A special celebration
is planned there August 25.
For the first time, the Murray Tobacco
floors will handle sales of air cured
tobacco along with dark fired tobacco
sales.
Deaths reported include Ed Holland,
Mrs. Maud Gingles Dulaney, age 67, and
Olinda Jo Farley, infant girl.
Summer honor graduates from Murray
at Murray State Teachers College were
Marion Sharborough, Ella Sue Harris
Dickinson, Georgia Benedict Wear, and
Eudora Grisham Kemp.
New officers of the Murray Ministerial
Association are Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr.,
Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer, and Rev. Samuel
C. McKee.
Births reported include a boy to Sgt. and
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker on August 16, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Walker on
August 18, and a girl to Rev. and Mrs.
Elwood Somers on August 19.
40 Years Ago
Projects aggregating $75,077.78 have
been submitted from Calloway County to
the Works Progress Administration which
has the job of spending the government's
four billion dollar public works program.
Deaths reported this week include
William Ether Calhoun, age 41, Bert
Stanley Roberts, age 23, and Mrs. Gerrie
Morgan.
Dr. W. H. Graves is serving as mayor
pro-tern in the absence of Mayor W. S.
Swann who is in Battle Creek, Mich., for a
few weeks rest.
W. E. Clark, C. H. Skaggs, and Rudy M.
Gardner, along with Mr. Skaggs son, are
attending the convention of the National
Rural Letter Carriers Association at
Boston, Mass.
Miss Grace Treva Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones, and Milton
Walston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Walston,
were married August 17.
New officers of the West Kentucky
Mineral Company are C. H. Bradley.
Wallace Key, Will G. Harris, and Q. T
Guier.
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We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. 5th Murray, Ky. 753-1648
Murray Auto
Parts
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Ky. Dept. of fish X Waifs Resources
Deer Hunt Applications Should
Be Sent Before Deadline Dates
By John Wilson
Although it might seem a
little early to start thinking
about deer hunting, the
deadlines for applications to
hunt on several popular areas
are actually pretty close at
hand.
• 605 Four deer-hunting areas in
Kentucky require advance
permission, and with some
deadlines as early as Sept. 1,
hunters should get their ap-
plications in soon to avoid the
possible disappointment of not
being permitted to hunt on their
favorite areas.
Here's a rundown of those
areas requiring applieations for
deer hunts, and a brief
description of how to go about
getting your name on the lists.
At Land Between the Lakes,
in Western Kentucky, gun deer
hunters are chosen by a com-
puterized drawing, the ap-
plications for which will be Union County, gun deer hunters -
accepted only until noon, Sept. should mail their requests for
Write dinectly to-Land- get-- epplieert ions- tel.— M-atingerr- -
ween the Lakes, Golden Pond, Higginson-Henry, Wildlife
Ky. 42231, for application forms Management Area, Route 5,
and other hunting information. Morganfield, Ky. 42437. Ap-
Remember, the application plications will be accepted only
••••••.•••.•••• . ••••• • •
-P. must be on a standard LBL between Aug. 15 and noon, Sept.
M form, so don't wait until the last 5. The 300 hunter's selected by a
K:pt, minute to request y,our ap- drawing will be notified by Sept.
plication. 22, and those not successful in
a Fort Knox requires ap- the drawing will not be notified.
plications from both gun and These areas, and several
bow hunters. The deadline for others, have special dates,
the archery hunts is Sept. 1 and firearms requirements and
for gun hunts, Oct. 1. Ap- other regulations which differ
plications for permits should be from the state-wide regulations.
pi made by letter (containing the. For a complete rundown of the
$10 fee—certified check or 1975 deer season, write for a
money order) to: Ft. Knox copy of the "1975 Deer Hunting
Conservation a n d Guide," free from the Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife,
Division of Public Relations,
Capital Plaza Tower, Frank.-
fort, Ky. 40601
Maple
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Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses









Takes You To where The Action Is
301 S. 4th /53-1372 Murray, Ky.
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Murray Home & Auto




Qualified Bear Archery Service
None 153 7571 Chts5iv1 SI
Beautification Committee, P. 0.
Box1052, Ft. Knox, Ky. 40121.
The fees of those applicants not
selected in the drawings will be
returned.
The Bluegrass Army Depot
will have only bow hunting this
year, and 'archers wishing to
hunt there should mail their





Lexington, Ky. 40507. Cards will
be accepted only from Aug. 15
through Sept, 15 and should
contain the name of the hunter
Ione name only), address, age
and telephone number. Send in
only one card—more than one
from -any individual will
disqualify that applicant. The
Army depot charges a $10 fee,
payable only after the hunter is
notified of his selection and
specific hunting date.
At the Higginsdn-Henry
Wildlife Management Area in
Even The Pesky Mosquito Plays
Useful Role, Scientist Believes
If any proof is needed that
every living creature plays a
useful role in nature, a Utah
scientist is about to supply it,
according to the National
Wildlife Federation.
Dr. Lewis Nielsen of the
University of Utah is collecting
evidence to prove that if it were
not for the lowly mosquito,.
much despised by man, some of
our most beautiful wildflowers
would vanish. Male mosquitoes,
like bees, feed on the nectar of
flowers. "What we're trying to
show," Nielsen says, "is that as
the mosquitoes fly from flower
to flower they also pollinate the
blossoms and enable the flowers
to reproduce."
Nielsen, an entomologist,
concedes that mosquitoes are
not as important as bees but
believes they pollinate some
tiny flowers that bees ignore,
such as Forget-Me-Nots. The
pesky insects also play another
role in nature, according to the
NWF: They are a source of food
to such predators as fish, birds,
bats, dragonflies, and spiders.
Rusty Bogard, 12 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bogard,
Route Murray, t aught this fine 4 lb. 8 oz. largemouth bass
in a farm pond. Young Bogard was fishing with his great
grandfather, Charlie B. Adams, also of Route 7, Murray.
Prompt, Efficient Service Is Our Business"
HUTSON Chemical Co.Inc. ,
Prescription Carefully 8 °
Accurately Filled
rfilizer
Located W Railroad Avenue' 753-1933
Here comes Bill Redden with a limit of six Calloway Coun-
ty squirrels taken last Sunda'," Poor old Bill didn't have a gun
to hunt with so he had to borrow one from his son. Sure
must be a pretty good old shooter for a borrowed gun.
Boding Accidents:
Whet Is Retaired Of You?
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Its a
beautiful day. You are behind
the wheel of your new boat. The
wife is following behind, trying
out a new pair of water skis,
while the kids are playing aft.
Earlier the day was spent
swimming from a white-sand
beach and picnicing. It has been
a very..pleasant day...but this is
to be interrupted.
You've cut behind the same
buoy you've cut behind all
summer. This time; though, the
water is lower than usual.
Suddenly the engine screams
the warning, -BROKEN
SHEAR PiN!- Before you can
react, the boat grinds to a stop
on a gravel bar.
You've just had a boating
accident. Now, what are your
legal responsibilities under
Federal Regulations? If you are
not sure, you are encouraged to
read further. The information
may save you from a $100.00
fine.
If there is physical property
damage in excess of $100.00 due
to the boating accident, or if
persons involved disappear
under circumstances indicating
death or injury, the operator is
required to submit a Boating
Accident Report to that State
Boating Law Administrator
under whose jurisdiction the
accident occurred. Such a
report is to be made within five
days of the accident.
If persons involved die within
24 hours, lose consciousness,
receive medical aid or are
disabled for more than 24 hours,
the operator must report the
accident to the proper State
Boating Law Administrator
within 48 hours of the accident.
If there is a death involved, or
if someone disappears, the
operator is required to notify
the proper Boating Law Ad-
ministrator as rapidly as
possible.
In all cases, should the
operator be unable to submit
the required reports, it is the
responsibility of the boat owner
to submit them.
Two remaining facts should
_interest you. Firstly, the
operator of a boat involved in an
accident is required by the
Federal Safe Boating Act of 1971
to render all practical
assistance to persons affected
by the accident. This is required
to the extent that such
assistance would not seriously
damage one's own boat or
endanger persons on board.
Secondly, the Act states that
any person, who gratuitously
and in good faith renders
assistance at the scene of an
accident without objections
from those persons assisted,
shall not be held liable for any
civil damages as a result of the
rendering of assistance. This is
the case as long as the assisting
person acts as any ordinary,
reasonably prudent person
would under similar cir-
cumstances.
We have seen that the legal
requirements surrounding
boating accidents are complex.
and that failure to comply can
result in a substantial fine.
Obviously, the best course of
action is to avoid boating ac-
cidents. Many accidents this
year will be due to a lack of
knowledge on the operators
part: cutting behind a buoy is
only a minor example. Much of
the knowledge necessary for
safe operation can be obtained
by attending one of the
numerous boating safety
courses offered free by the U. S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary, the Red
Cross, the U. S. Power
Squadrons and various State
agencies. All boatmen can learn
from these courses and should
look into them.
Further information con-
cerning any aspect of safe
boating is available from: R. W
Farrell FSO-PR, USCG
Auxiliary 27-5, 1304 Poplar,
Murray, Ky. 42071 or Com-
mander f obs ) Second Coast
Guard District 1520 Market




Do yourself and the Boy
Scouts a good turn by entering
the Fall Scout Benefit Bass
Tournament. Willis Snyder,




will be held September 27-28 out
of Point Prizer on Barkley
Lake. This will be the third bass
tournament held by the
Audubon Council, the first two
being held out of KenL,ake
Marina.
Based on 200 contestants the
winner will take home $1500 and
a trophy and the fisherman who
lands the biggest bass for that
weekend will receive $200. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the top
twenty.
A $35 tax deductible donation
to the Audubon Council, Boy
Scouts of America is your entry
fee. "Should any person wish to
donate a sum 14rger than the $35
be ..itc9_eat-PID: IS ana, kP
--nycle-r said:
Registration deadline is Sep-
tember 19.
Further information and an








The Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
held its first "Cowbell Classic,"
a competitive bow shoot at clay
birds from a distance of 221/2
yards. Gary Wallace of North
8th Street waded through stiff
competition which included
some bowmen using the
"superior" compound. Wallace
was awarded an engraved
cowbell after demonstrating his





Bill McQuiston and Hugh
Massey came back from a
squirrel hunt recently with the
biggest cottonmouth snake I
have seen in a while. The fat
little creature measured 481/2
inches long and 141/2 inches
around the girth. ( See Picture)
The business end of the snake
had fangs in excess of 1/2 inch.
Bill and Hugh both em-
phasized the need of the Fall
season hunters to keep their
—eysipopp,a.,ksten they Are.arowid_
the creeks and rivers. Snakes of
this size don't just live in the
lakes. •
Hugh kept his distance from
the snake, recalling the incident
when one nailed him not so long
ago at the lake and he drove
back to Murray for medical
attention.
Aside from the rather large
snake, Bill and Hugh brought in
ten squirrels from the hunt.
Fishing Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP )—
Fishing is fair for all major
sports fish on at least one of
Kentucky's main lakes, the
Fish and Wildlife Resources
Department reports. The run-
down:
Kentucky—Bluegill excellent
on worms and flyrod poppers in
inlets and bays, white bass
good in jumps, below dam cat-
fish slow, clear to murky to
muddy, falling, 2'2 feet below
pool and 83.
Barkley—Black bass fair on
surface lures and artificial
nightcrawlers over dropoffs and
stump beds, white bass fair
jutiv. fishing spinners, below
dilfir CbtfIsti fair', clear, stable,
2' 2 feet below pool and 84.
Nolin—White bass fair to
good trolling spinners and in
the jumps, black bass slow to
fair on deep runners and arti-
ficial nightcrawlers at night
around points, below dam no
activity due to construction,
clear, stable, 3'2 feet below
pool and 87.
Barren--Crappie fair to good
on the upper lake over sub-
merged cover, bluegill fair
along deep banks, below dam







'w crowds your luck
Fon RULES AND REOUL ATKO4S, WRITE
DIVISION OF WATER ENFORCEMENT
STATE OFFICE BLDG.
FRANKFORT, KY. 4060t
























































































































































Bowhunter's Ever ywere Are Getting
Ready For The Hunting Season. In-
crease Your Chances By Improving
Your Gear
Custom Hunters dozen 27.95
Side Mount Hunting Sight 12.95
.4s Athenfted Int A ra fi '.o.4d &11..3.Aueterk Maig‘tone










Home Of The Golden Shiner
2 mi. I. Hwy Sa
Salutes Their
"Customer of the Week"
Doc and Nancy's
5 3 - 5 6 9 3
Fred Gardnes, owner lam Seward, mgr.
Vernon's
Fisherman's' Special 
Ivy tita hantines Lash It Kolar Bost sod mesh, year FREI chines of 45.43 retell
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Olympic Plaza
Astro Car Wash
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A STITCH IN TIME
There once was a bowhunter
who had practiced shooting his
bow until he knew he was ready
to hunt. He had wasted no time
in setting up his bow and
gathering his other equipment.
All was in readiness for the first
day's hunt. The bowhunter
drove (at the speed limit, of
course), to LBI. and well before
daylight he was in his tree
stand. Well, at least he was in it
for a moment or two, and then
he was back on the ground; the
going down took a fraction of
the time taken ta climb up the
tree. Slightly shaken, the
bowhunter picked himself up
and tried to put his program
back together. Back up the tree
he went, his tattered caino suit
flapping in the wind. Tattered
camo suit? You know it! When
he fell, a limb caught his jacket
and broke his fall. Un-
fortunately, the limb also broke
his camo suit at the seams and
there he was in the stand
looking like the Red Devil had
chewed him up one side and
down the other. Well, the moral
is a simple one, be careful in
your tree stand, right? The
safety angle is the obvious
choice, but, the fact is that the
torn camo suit ruined the
hunting for that day.
I know wbat he isguing to tell- -
us now, go out and buy another
camo suit for a spare, right?
Wrong! The point to be made
here is that whatever it is, if you
rely on it for a successful hunt,
it can be broken, lost, or stolen.
It takes only a few extra
minutes to put some spare
whatevers in your car. I have
added a spare camo jacket to
my collection of "necessities."
Some dudes go to the woods
As I reflect on seventeen
years of involvement in the four
wheeling movement the
possibility that I may be aging
matter of ap-becomes a
prehension.
Well do I remember my first
purchase of a four wheel drive
rig at the mere age of fourteen.
The cash outlay was a
staggering sum of $225. For this
I received a bruised and bat-
tered ten year old Jeep com-
plete with cracked windshield,
broken speedometer, torn top,
and tattered upholstery. Let me
hasten to say that I thought
more of that Jeep than I would a
brand spanking new 1976 Lin-
coln Continental Mark IV today.
This column today is
dedicated to those of you who
may be about to make the
plunge towards the purchase of
your first four wheel drive.
Beware, my friend, lest you
enter into something that may
alter the futul'e course of your
endeavors.
Four wheeling is a hooker.
Once you get involved its hard
to back away from. There are
certainly a lot of folks who buy
four wheel drives and don't
really need them. There may
even be some folks who have
with nothing more than a bow,
some arrows, and one of
Maude's bologna sandwiches,
and high hopes. At the other
extreme, over there with the
wild camo freaks), is the dude
with the sporting goods store in
his trunk - the equipment freak
has it all, nothing is overlooked
except maybe a spare Camo
jacket.
What do I really need to take
with me? I'm glad somebody
asked that question. Right at
the top of the list is that old
stand-by the spare bowstring.
One of the most fragile pieces of
equipment the bowhunter uses
is the bowstring. Only a few
strands of dacron hold the bow
in the braced position and shoot
the arrow. If the string breaks,
and it happens at times, a day's
hunting may be lost trying to
find another. But if the spare
string is in your pocket or pack,
you can be back in action with
little time wasted. The spare
bowstring should be prepared in
the same way as the main
string. It should have silencers,
buttons, and nocking points
installed and be shot in at least
a hundred times to stretch it. I
put my spare string in a small
plastic bag to keep dirt out of it.
You may never need that spare
bowstring in years of
bowhunting, but you shouldn't
„head out without it. The average
--dude-puts in quite-a bitaaf-tiwitP--
just getting out to hunt and he
doesn't want to waste his
hunting time looking for a dollar
bowstring. Buy early and avoid
the rush.
A knife is another piece of
equipment that the bowhunter.,
needs almost as much as his
spare bowstring. Obvious,
right? Some bowhunters have
been known to head for the
woods and leave the old knife at
owned one and didn't like it. So
far I haven't met any of these
folks yet but you never know.
Yesterday I was out checking
on the crops when I happened to
notice a certain fellow
delivering the "second" Get-
tysburg address to a shiny new
two wheel drive pickup. If Mr.
Lincoln had. used all those
adjectives the South might have
won the war.
This fellow had been squirrel
hunting and had left his truck
parked on a grassy slope. When
he returned to leave he couldn't
back up the slope. This caused
him to drive on down the slope
and try to turn around in the
ditch at the bottom. The steam
rising from under the hood of
the truck and the ground nearby
bore mute evidence of the
struggle that had occurred. By
the time I arrived this fellow
was just about to the point of
letting loose a load of No. 6 shot
straight at the heart of this
Detroit "playpretty." If words
could kill that truck would have
been one dead piece of iron. We
threw a chain around the back
bumper of the "brown bull" and
in nothing flat managed to lead
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Eating Is A Family Affair
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home. "Somebody in the group
will have a knife if I need it," he
will say to himself. Believe it or
not, a knife is sometimes left out
and I have heard bowhunters
make the above statement.
The knife that you take with
you conies in handy for clearing
twigs and small limbs from
your stand that might interfere
with your bow and when your
deer is down it will sure help
when you dress the critter.
A small easy to handle knife
will serve you better than a Jim
Bowie special complete with 12
inch blade. The big knife may
look impressive in the sheath,
but when work time comes,
about all it's good for is slicing
cheese back at camp. The
smaller knife ( about a 4 inch
blade) is easier to handle inside
the deer and a little more safe
when climbing up and down
trees. Whatever your knife
choice may be, keep it sharp
and when dressing time comes
you will be ready
Another nice item to have
around as a canteen full of
water. It sure is nice to have
water up in your tree stand. A
drink of water will "tackle the
tickle" in your throat and save a
cough which might spook game.
If you decide to pack a can-
teen with you, pick up a surplus
pistol belt and a small arms
ammo puch. All of your
equipment can be put on the belt
and in the ammo puch. The
canteen fits on the belt and your
hunting knife will hang on the
belt making a neat unit.
No bowhunter should go
hunting without at least 25 feet
of rope. The rope is very im-
portant because it allows you to
pull your bow up to your tree
stand safely. There are some
bowhunters who climb up to
their stands with their bow
slung over their back. Climbing
The Murray Bass Club held a club tournament this past
weekend on Barkley lake out of the Lake Barkely Lodge
Marina. The winners were from left to right: Paul Myhill, 3rd;
Perry McConnell, 4th; Gary Marquardt, 1st; ferry Kell, 2nd; L J.
Hendon, Sth; and Fred Herndon, 6th.
This particular man had
owned a four wheeler. He was
getting about twelve miles per
gallon with his four wheel drive
and since gas was getting so
expensive, he had traded it in on
a new two wheel drive truck
with an economy engine. Now
he was getting eight miles per
gallon and had gotten stuck the
first time he went squirrel
hunting.
About three times a week
somebody wants to know what
kind of four wheel drive to get,
and how much will it probably
cost? These questions are not
easy to answer. Each four
wheeler I know has some in-
dividual preferences and there
are many different uses made
of the various four wheel drive
rigs.
For the purpose of illustration
let's use the names of John, Joe,
and Jim.
John has two cars which are
used daily but he keeps a four
wheel drive to hunt and fish
with. He carries the trash off
occasionally and sometimes
hauls the lawnmower with it. He
hauls the winter supply of
firewood with it over a period of
about three months.
Joe likes to go camping quite
a bit and his family has a big
travel trailer with all the fur-
nishings. They normally make
six or eight different states each
year. In addition he drives his
four wheeler to work every day.
Jim and his wife like to get out
and explore on weekends. He is
a salesman and drives the car
during the week. His wife uses
the four wheeler to drive while
he's gone. It has to carry the
kids to school, get the groceries,
and run errands.
Three entirely different
situations but all of them own a
four wheel drive rig. John
bought an old Jeep and spent a
few dollaragth get it up in good
shape. Joe owns a late model
four wheel drive truck with all
the "goodies" on it. inn pur-
chased a late model four wheel
drive wagon with power
(Photo by Linda Myhill)
steering and automatic tran-
smission.
For $1000 or less about the
only four wheel drives on the
market are old Jeeps. (1,41 to-
1953) These are a lot of fun and
they will go with the best of the
bunch off the road. For
everyday driving they are not
too good and for any kind of long
trip it's best to tow them to
where you're going and then
crank up and head for the
bushes. Old model four wheel
drive trucks sometimes sell this
cheap but unless you get lucky
enough to find a "whisky ridge
special" it's best to be careful.
For $1500 to $2500 you will
have a lot of competition in
selecting a four wheel drive.
This seems to be about what
most folks want to put into a
four wheeler. Good buys are
snapped up fast at this price. A
real nice CJ5 Jeep of 1966
vintage may bring $2500 while a
good clean Jeepster of 1971 will
sell for $1950. There are some
good buys but don't expect to
find many of these rigs with
automatic transmissions.
For $2500 to $3500 you can buy
an excellent used four wheeler.
If you shop long enough you
should be able to locate just
about anything you might want
and most of these rigs will have
five to ten years of good service
left if you take care of them.
New four wheel drives start
around $4500 and go up fast as
you get extra equipment on
them. I have ridden in one that
sold for a flat $8000 cash. It was
nice but at that price it should
be.
This is a lot of money but keep
in mind that the resale of four
wheel drives is good if you want
out. I have owned eleven four
wheel. drive rigs in the last
seventeen years and seven of
them brought more when I sold
them than what I paid. What is
the average life of a four wheel
drive? I don't know. There is a
thirty year old Jeep here at our
house and it's still got a lot of
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Gary Wallace was the winner of a very large cowbell
trophy Tuesday as he defeated all corners in the first lenny
Ridge Bowhunters Society Cowbell Classic. Gary won the
shoot with three consecutive one arrow breaks on the clay
pigeon targets that were used for the event Another
C.owbell Classic is scheduled for the next club meeting,
with a bow is a good way to
spend Christmas in the hospital.
A very good choice for a rope is
25 or 50 feet of braided, nylon
parachute line. This type rope
comes in 50 and 100 foot skiens.
It weights almost nothing, takes
up very little room in pouch or
.pocket, and has as many uses as
people have ideas. Your rope
will help get you and your
equipment up to your tree stand
safely and will be a great help
when you drag out that big
buck.
A map of the area you plan to
hunt and a compass are two
very small items which can
save you a lot of difficulty.
Maps of whatever area you plan
to hunt are available from the
-gewar4men44 T.- Si. Netts-
topographic maps at L. B. L.
information office at a nominal
cost ). A compass .isa -tiny item
as far as space goes, but when
you are lost it is worth it's
weight in gold. Your map will
also help you locate areas
where deer are likely to travel
and feed and also available
water supplies which game use.
The map. will show all roads,
trails, and other routes of ex-
cess to your area. Take a little
extra time and buy a good
compass and topo map and put
them in your pouch. They won't
take up much room and it's
good to know that you can find
your way out if you have to.
Why not take along directions
for field dressing deer. This
handy little number has helped
several bowhunters do a job
which sounds easy until it is
before you. Everybody knows
how to dress game, right''
Wrong again. Even dudes who
have dressed several deer
might pause a few moments,
read down the list, and do the
job cleanly and neatly.
Your deer tag and hunting
license should round out your
basic needs for the field. I put
my tag, license, and U. B. L.
permit in a small plastic bag
and then in my pouch. When the
Iffftrer'- asks , tocht.tk Our
permit and license, it is nice to
know where they are.
What one bowhunter con-
siders a necessity, another
might be able to do without. The
equipment mentioned in this
article has helped me enjoy my
bowhuntirla time 'to' the' fullest
extent.
Be prepared, take the
equipment that you will need
and-or might need and have a
good hunt.
Goa- luck and good
bowhunting' •
Small Craft Safety Tips
I. Keep the passengers in
your boat down to a safe
number. Don't overload.
2. Don't overpower your boat.
Your dealer can tell you what
size motor is best for your boat.
3. Equip your boat with safety
items. Proper lights (if you plan
to be out at night ) and Coast
Guard approved personal
flotation devices are "musts."
Also recommended are an
anchor, oars, a boat hook, extra
line, a fire extinguisher, a tool
kit, and a first aid kit.
4. Never smoke while fueling.
5. If your boat capsizes or
overturns, hang on until help
comes, unless the boat is
drifting into danger or the water
is extremely cold.
6, Learn the "Rules of the
Road."
7. Practice courtesy- afloat.
You are legally responsible for
damage caused by your wake.
8 Check weather bureau
forecasts before taking your




Bill McQuiston Route 8, Murray, holds up the 48'," water
moccassin he and Hugh Massey came across while squirrel
hunting this week The snake's girth measured l4'"2" and was
as long as Bill's shotgun.
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles 11. Heels.
1203 Chestnut Phone 753 8844
•
•




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Cardinals and Reds
played a three-game series
earlier this week in St. Louis.
They squared off again Friday
night in Murray.
Well, not really.
It was Belleville, Ill., a St.
Louis suburb playing Wor-
thington. Ohio, and it looked
about like the Cardinals and
Reds. It was simply super-
talent, super-plays and a super
game as Belleville took over the
driver's seat by posting a 6-4
win over Worthington in the
Great Lakes Regional Tour-
nament.
The victory' leaves Belleville
LS the only udefeated team in
'he tourney, which saw two
teams eliminated from com-
petition Friday. In the opening
contest, Kentucky's State
Champion Corbin team fell
to South Bend, id., while in the
second game, .Janesville, Wis.,




Nobody would probably admit it
on either team hut the game
Friday could have well been the
one which will decide ,the
charppionship.
And Belleville wasted little
time in deciding to go on top
early. They posted_ five big
tallies in the first inning on just
two hits and though being out-
hit 8-4, went on to grab the
curcial victory.
Southpaw John Marifian, only
15-years-old, got credit for the
win for Belleville. He worked
the first five innings, giving up
three runs while allowing five
hits.
Jeff Kinnikin came in to
relieve and the lights went out
for Worthington. Kinnikin
hurled the final four frames,
giving up just one hit and a run
while fanning six. Kinnikin had
an outstanding game, serving
up a fine mixture of smoke and
curves.
• All the fun for Belleville
started when Mike Dinga
opened the home half of the first
by reaching on an error. Jim
Bedwell then walked to put two
runners on before Mike
Muskopf ripped a single to score
the first run of the game.
Cleanup hitter Chuck Fair-
bairn reached base on catcher's
intereference and then Barry
Frazier walked to force in a
tally. With one swing of the bat
by Tom Fritsche, Belleville
doubled their total and went
ahead 4-0. The final run crossed
when Phil Jacquot reached base
on a fielder's choice.
Worthington's powerful bats
managed runs in the second and
third frames and another single
tally in the fifth. But after that,
it was all Kinnikin and all
Belleville.
CORBIN OUT
Corbin bounced back from its
20-4 defeat Wednesday to play
an outstanding game but one
pitch made the difference as
South Bend posted a 3-2 win.
First-baseman Jack Schraw,
one of the best players in the
tourney, unloaded on a pitch
with no out in the top of the ninth
and the ball wound up in far
rightcenter field, out of the
park.
Schraw pitched the first six
frames for South Bend and was
relieved by Steve Nadolny, who
was credited with the victory.
South Bend is now 31-10 on the
season while Corbin ends its
campaign at 29-11. And that was
all she wrote.
JANESVILLE OUT TOO
A fine Janesville ballclub,
perhaps disheartened by its 8-7
loss against Worthington
Thursday, was eliminated in the
second game of the day as they
lost 6-1 to Pontiac.
The game ended, in all
reality, in the third inning. Bill
Kurtz walked and Bob Wareck
followed with a two-run homer,
posting Pontiac to a 2-0 lead.
Janesville got its only run in
the fourth when Mike Davis had
a solo four-bagger.
Kevin Bates went the distance
and scattered eight hits while
fanning five to chalk up the
mound victory for Pontiac.
Pontiac is now 26-2 on the
season while Janesville ends its
summer with a 39-7 mark.
At 2 p. m. today at Holland
Stadium, Michigan's champs,
Pontiac, will tangle with
Worthington. The loser will be
out of the tourney.
Bucs, Cincinnati Change Roles
As RedsWallow 1n4-Game Slump
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
The red-hot Pittsburgh Pi-
rates? The slumping Cincinnati
Reds?. Wait a minute?
Shouldn't that be the other way
around?
Maybe a week ago, when the
Pirates were stumbling through
a six-game losing streak—four
of them in Cincinnati—and the
Reds were on a nine-game win-
ning spree.
But not any more. It's what
you call your basic about-face.
Both are on four-game
* Oil Chemical & Atomic *
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streaks—but it's the Bucs who
are winning and the Reds who
are losing.
"I think our slump is over.
We're aggressive again at _the‘_
plate,','. Dave Parker said Fri-
day after his dramatic two-run
homer in a four-run eighth in-
ning catapulted the Pirates to a
.4-2 victory and a twi-night dou-
bleheader sweep of the Reds.
Two-run singles by Craig Rey-
nolds and Rennie Stennett in a
five-run sixth inning and Richie
Zisk's two homers carried
Pittsburgh to a 7-2 victory in
the opener.
The twin-killing of the Reds
widened the Pirates' National
League East lead to Poi games
over Philadelphia, which edged
San Diego 6-5. In the rest of the
league, Atlanta defeated St.
Louis 9-5, New York beat San
Francisco 6-4, Montreal
trimmed Los Angeles 3-1 in 12
'innings and Chicago downed
the Astros 6-5 in 11.
"We've had troubles, but
we're getting it back together,"
said Parker. "And the big guy,
meaning Willie Stargell, says
he'll be back in the lineup Mon-
day, so that's good news."
Stargell, recovering from a
cracked rib, was out of the line-
up wing the Bucs' recent 2-12
road trip. "Maybe it's best that
we got it out of our system
then," he said.
Phils 6, Padres 5
Mike Schmidt's two-run
homer in the ninth inning
vaulted the Phillies past San
Diego and kept them within
EIMI8EG








Diller or Dollar League
Saturday Morning














If anyone is interested in any of these fall leagues,




At 8 p. m. tonight, South Bend
takes on Belleville.
At least one game will be
played Sunday, that also
beginning at 2 p. m. at Holland
Stadium. If a second game is
necessary to decide the
champion of the tourney, it will
be played at 8 p. m. Sunday.
The winner of the tourney
goes to Rapid City, South






























earlier, doubled with one out
before Schmidt sent his 29th Dava-26




Braves 9, Cardinals 5
Rookie Rob Belloir drove in
four runs, two with a single in
a six-run sixth inning, to lead
Atlanta past St. Louis and drop
the third-place Cards four
Agames back 9f the Pirates.
Mets 4, Giants 4
The Mets gave Tom Seaver a
five-run lead in the first inning
and he needed all of them to
become the first 18-game win-
ner in the league. Rusty
Staub's two-run homer high-
lighted the burst that kept
fourth-place New York from
falling more than 542 games
back of the Bucs.
Expos 3, Dodgers I
Larry Parrish's two-run
homer in the 12th inning boost-
ed Montreal over the Dodgers.
Al Downing walked Mike Jor-
gensen before Parrish slugged
his eighth homer of the year.
Ron Cey' 16th homer gave Los
Angeles the lead in the seventh
inning but the Expos tied it in
the ninth on Nate Colbert's
third homer.
Cubs 6, Astros 5
An error and Jose Cardenal's
bunt single gave the Cubs two
11th-inning runs and their victo-
ry over Houston. Cesar Ce-
deno's single had given the As-
tros a 5-4 lead in the top of the
11th. But a pair of walks and
second baseman Ken Boswell 's
miscue tied it again, then Car-





ROCOURT, Belgium — Sue
Novarra of Flint, Mich. won the
United States' first gold medal
when she captured the women's





of the American Basketball As-
sociation, have asked the Ken-
tucky State Pair Board for help
in cutting the team's financial
losses.
MILWAUKEE — Milwaukee
Professional Sports and Serv-
ices, parent organization of the
Milwaukee Bucks, reported a
decline in earnings and net in-
come for the fiscal year ending
May 31.
HOCKEY ...
KANSAS CITY — The Kansas
City Scouts of the National
Hockey League obtained vete
an defenseman Gary Bergman
in a four-man swap with the
Detroit ReclaWings.
FOOTBALL
MANKATO, Minn. — Players
from the Minnesota Vikings,
called for the resignation of Ed
Garvey of the National Football
League's Players Association.
TRACK
, BERLIN — Guy .Drut of
France broke the world record
for the 110-meter hurdles and .
Amerian Steve Williams tied
the world mark in the 100-me-
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McClendon Not Upset By 'Bama
Lawsuit Against New NCAA Rule
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer •
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
An Alabama lawsuit instituted
by "Bear" Bryant, legendary
coach of the Crimson Tide foot-
ball team, that challenges
recently adopted rules limiting
the size of football squads
doesn't upset Coach Charlie
McClendon of Louisiana State.
"I'm going to put a court or-
der on him if he comes to
Baton Rouge with 60 players,"
said McClendon, whose Tigers
will entertain Southeastern Con-
ference rival Alabama late in
the college football season.
The suit, filed in Tuscaloosa
County Circuit Court on behalf
of the University of Alabama,
seeks to overturn the new Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation rule that allows a team
to suit up only 48 football play-
ers for road games and 60 at
home.
Bryant, who said the suit was
his idea, expressed hope that 75
or 80 other schools might do the
same thing.
"We hope a lot of other
schools feel the same way,
too," said the grizzled Bryant,
one of the winningest coaches
in collegiate gridiron history.
"If some conference and inde-
pendents can band together, we
can get things done."
But McClendon, who played
under Bryant at Kentucky a
quarter-century ago, said ISU
had no intentions of joining the
suit—or even filing a similiar
one.
"I don't like the rule either,
but it's been my experience
that anybody I've ever heard
go Into a lawsuit with the
NCAA ended up on probation,"
McClendon said. "I think there
are other ways of doing it."
Long Beach Celebrates
World Championship Win
• By ROBERT MOORE
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Bruce
and Steve Furniss stood there
sopping wet hugging each other
in the Wyandot Swim Club pool.
Tim Shaw and Rex Favero
stood nearby, both betuning.
This was the way the Long
Beach, Calif., Swim Club
800rneter freestyle relay team
celebrated its world champion-
ship Friday night.
The quartet was timed in sev-
en minutes, 30.54 seconds, and
its world record was -the third
set in the Amateur Athletic Un-
ion Long Course Championships
which end tonight. Shaw and
„Bruce Furniss own the other
two.
The Long Beach club broke
the old mark of 7:33.22 estab-
lished in 1973 by the U.S. Na-
tional team in Belgrade, Yugo-
slavia.
The meet's most disappointed
swimmer so far likely is Greg
Jagenburg of Newtown Square,
Pa., who had his heart set on
breaking the 200-meter but-
terfly record of „Mark Spitz and
r h came close. His time was
2:00.73. Spitz turned in a 2:00..-7(i
in the 1972 Olympic Games.
"I had my mind set that I
was going to set a world
record," Jagenburg said. "I
was in the warmup pool, and I
went about 1,000 meters up and
down just thinking about it."
Marcia Morey of Decatur,
John Naber of Menlo Park,
Calif., and the Mission Viejo,
Calif., women's 800-meter
freestyle relay team all set
American records.
Miss Morey, timed in 2:38.43,
broke the 1968 record of 2:38.50
established by Catie Bell of
Jacksonville, Fla.






























yold mark of 57.56 with a clock-
ing of 57.35 in the 100-meter
backstroke.
Led by Shirley Babashoff, the
Mission Viejo team broke the
American club record in the
women's 800-meter freestyle re-
lay with 8:25.61. The other
team members were Peggy
Tosdal, Kelly Harru-nill and Va-
lerie Lee. The old record of
8:30.23...was posted by Mission
Viejo in 1974.
Of course, the NCAA never
has had to defend itself in court
when under attack by a large
number of schools at the same
time.
For the most part, the reac-
tion was predictable from foot-
ball coaches and athletic offi-
cials, particularly the big time
major football schools. They
hailed Bryant's action, con-
demning the reduction in squad
size. Yet none would go so far
as to commit his institutions to
a similiar suit—at least not yet.
The only reaction from an
NCAA official was an oblique
comment from the organ-
ization's president, John Fuzak
of Michigan State, who called
the Alabama suit's reference to
contracts with players "a
curious terminology."
The NCAA has maintained
that college students on athletic
scholarships or a grant-in-aid
are not under contract.
"They're getting grants-in-aid
related to academic pursuits
limited in amount of those
grants, so I don't think that's a
contractual arrangement in the
usual sense," said Fuzak.
This, however, is a view that
has yet to stand a judicial in-
quiry..
The suit filed Friday seeks to
stop the NCAA from enforcing
rules which were approved one
week before at a special NCAA
convention in Chicago as a
measure to help ease the finan-
cial crunch facing collegiate
athletics. The court test asks
relief only for Alabama and the
Crimson Tide football players
who would be affected.
1975. The year of the
Cub Cadet.
6 new moleis for 1975, 8






you when service is
needed. The same lab-
tested automotive-type
'tr.'s itsitIn that
withstOod 45 years of
normal use 50 different
attachments. Choose
from 3 hydrostatic drive
models. or 3 gear drive
models. All with easy-
starting, fuel stingy
engines Make 1975 your
year for a Cub Cadet
INTERNATIONAL ItARIIESTER
Purchase Equipment Co.
Hwy. 94 E. Phone 753-2215
Tp
Its time has come
It's the most efficient heating de-
vice- on the market today. That means
when you replace regular electric
heat with a heat pump, you'll be
buying fewer kilowatthours per month
to heat your home. Compared to a
central electric furnace, the heat
pump is actually about 200 percent
efficient for residential heating in the
TVA area. It puts out two units of heat
for every unit of energy it uses.
Murray-Mayfield
And you get year-round comfort.
By simply reversing its operation, the
heat pump will cool your home in the
summer.
If you're planning to install a cen-
tral heating•and cooling system, con-
sider the heat 'pump. It makes a lot
of sense..
Visit`our office for more informa-
tion.
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Geiberger Faces New Mystery
Challenge In TPC Tournament
By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer
FORT WORTH, Tex. (AP) —
With the specter of Jack Nick-
laus reduced to a wispy shad-
ow, front-running Al Geiberger
faced a new mystery challenge
today in the third round of the
Tournament Players Golf
Championship.
The mystery was not exactly
who, but how much and how
many.
A torrential Texas thunder-
storm interrupted play Friday,
capturing some 34 players on
the course and preventing at
least two contenders from com-
pleting play.
Hubert Green and John
Schlee, both at three under par,
were among those booked for
sunrise action today—Green at
the next-to-last hole and Schlee
at the 18th.
Geiberger, the lean and per-
sonable Californian, toured the
sultry 7,190-yard Colonial Coun-
try Club course in two-underpar
68 Friday for a two-shot lead
over two players who finished
before the storm hit.
Geiberger's 66-68-134 pro-
vided a semi-comfortable cush-
ion over former Colonial champ
Dave Stockton and Bob Dick-
son, fighting his way out of a
severe slump.
Stockton stripped five shots
from par on the front nine for a
record 30 Friday, finished with
a 64 despite bogeys at 10 and 12
and was in at 136 with Dickson,
67-69.
The shocker Friday was
NicIdaSs, twice a winner in ma-
jor events this year and the de-
fending TCP champion. He shot
a whopping 75 after opening'
with a 67 and his 142 total left
him eight strokes off the pace.
"It's very simple. I didn't
make any birdies," said Nick-
laus, whose round included a
double-bogey at his closing
ninth hale where he sailed an
approach shot into a pond.
He finished shortly before the
downpour.
At the time, Green, who
opened with a 71, was four un-
der for the day with a 32 on the
back side—where he started
play—and a birdie and six pars
on the front.
Schlee started the second
round one-under and had just
birdied the 17th to go three un-
der when play was suspended.
Geiberger continued his
scrambling tactics for the sec-
ond straight day, saying: "I've
hit some good ones and rve hit
some bad ones. I've really
scrambled, and I guess I've
putted pretty well."
Then he disclosed that he
nearly wasn't even a partici-
pant here. He said he proposed
skipping this tournament and
going instead to the B.C. Open
at Endicott, N.Y., next week
because it was hurting for vet-
eran contestants.
But events dictated that he
come here. And so he moved
out today as the leader in the
chase for the $50,000 top prize.
Lakewood To Take
On Tampa Today In
Little League Play
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (API
— Lakewood, N.J., prepared to
square off against Tampa, Fla.,
for the boy's U.S. Little League
baseball championship here to-
day.
In softball competition, Med-
ford, Ore., vied with Dix Hills,
N.J., for the girl's U.S. Little
League title.
Todd Nicholas hit a three-run
homer and pitcher Dave
Shoultz belted one of his own
Friday as Davenport, Iowa,
shut out Northridge, Calif., '6-0
in the Little League consolation
baseball game.
Davenport played errorless
ball while picking up seven
hits. Northridge committed one
error and had eight hits.
Nicholas' slamicame in the
fifth after Randy McDowell
doubled and Shoultz singled.
The drive hit the top of the cen-
ter field fence 250 feet from
home plate and bounced over.
Tom McKay replaced Steve
Majerus on the mound for
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *




1200 CASH SACK NOW! Buy now for a $200 cash rebate on a Dodg
Custom pickup that makes it the lowest priced full.sized pickup in America
With the same rebate available on a Sprit of '76 pickup with special interio
and exterior features that sweeten the deal even morel Come and see to
yourself—you can't get all this pickup value anywhere else,
COME IN NOW FOR A
GREAT PICKUP DEAL!
• co,•••-mon Of ...,••••ctur•r• summed MOW
1, CO• ,•601., el pee Neogylpne pnl.,
Jim Fain Motors
9th & Sycamore - 753-3160
Northridge at that point. Ma-
jerus had 11 strikeouts.
Shoultz, who struck out seven
batters, hit his homer with the
bases empty in the third. Da-
venport's other runs came on a
second-inning single by Mark
Grafton and another single in
the third by Steve Lampkin.
Northridge threatened in the
fifth as singles by Lance Phifer
and Eric Davis and a fielder's
choice loaded the bases. But a
close play at home and a strike
out by Shoultz ended the threat.
Foreign teams are excluded
from. this year's championship.
The series no longer is called
the Little League World Series.
In Friday's girl's softball con-
solation game, a 13th-inning hit
by catcher Shiela Reynolds
broke a tie and provided Tam-
pa with a 3-2 victory over Stur-
geon Bay, Wis.
Soccer Team
CLEVELAND ( AP) — The
Cleveland State University soc-
cer team, defending Ohio colle-
giate champion, is scheduled to
leave Wednesday on a 17-day
playing tour of Brazil.
The squad, coached by Klaas
de Boer, will play five games
in Brazil, including a contest
with Garn.a Filho University as
part of a doubleheader ex-
pected to attract 100,000 per-
sons in Rio de Janeiro.
National Championship
MARINA DEL REY, Calif.
(AP) — Sandy Satullo of Cleve-
land won the American Pow-
erboat Racing Association's na-
tional championship by captur-
ing a 178-mile race here Fri-
day.
Satullo piloted his 36-foot cus-
tom-hull Copper Kettle at an
average speed of 78.80 miles
per hour to finish just 30 sec-
onds ahead of 62-year-old Bob
Nordskog of Van Nuys, Calif.,
the favorite.
By winning, Satullo raised his
APRA point total to 2,577. Bill
Martin of Clark N.J., No. 2 in
national standings with 1,396
points, planned to compete here
but his boat Bounty Hunter was
struck with mechanical prob-
lems.
Draft Choices
BOSTON 1API — The first
and second amateur draft
choices of the Boston Bruins of
the National Hockey League
have been signed, the team
said Friday.
They are defenseman Doug




Specials Good August 24 thru 31st
Buy any Pizza Hut pizza, then present this coupon to get a second pizza
(of equal value) FREE. Good only at participating Pizza Hut restaurants.
Good For 1 Free Pizza
when you buy one of equal value. Good only at participating Pizza Hut
restaurants listed below. Good Atig. 24th through 31st
411ut
















Choose one of three love-
ly styles' In amber red or
green





















that are twice as
strong as ordinary
crayons. 16 per box.
REG. 8.66
Back to school




have a variety of
smart styles to
send you to the
head of your class!
In green, blue and
rust, sizes 5/13..


























Brand -new for back-to-
school' Spelling defini-
tions plus many other




























grape or assorted fruit fla-
vors for a delicious dessert
Or between meals trea'






'sponge insole and sure-tread
sole. Sizes 11-2, 2'.2-6, 6"7-
12, 'n hiar








,r1L-717;77Tc--', ;„.. 16 SHEET
H r :
\ GIFT WRAP. .1111p. • w
.4 • W •
•410- • • •• Id DESIGNS
- live multicolor de-
to suit every occas-
CANDY STIX Mt
aPPle
Great for all kinds of label.








Choose black or red 3/8-inch
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University Book Store, Supplies
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies  134.89
Emerson Moving, Moving Piano 35.00
Jane Blankenship, Work  10.00
Fred Schultz, Travel 45.23
Margaret Franklin, Travel 38.86
The Perfection Form Co.. Supplies  183.64
Thomas S. Klise Co.. Supplies  18.50







OF MURRAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
For Year Ending June 30, 1975
&nonce June 10, 1974  $42,%1 .34
Iteceiptlj
Public Service Co  17,212.80
Interest on Investments  14,745.52
Utilities Tax 100,756.96
Revenue in Lieu of Taxes 28,123.96






Other State Aid 19,647.89
Public Law 874 9,496.00
Other Federal Aid  14,227.36
Rent and Other Revenue 9,538.30
ESEA Title I, etc 31,957.05
Non-Revenue Receipts 762.50
Head Start 37,929.00
Title VI B  12,000.00
Vocational Handicapped 3,136.50
Total Receipts  1,642,764.83








Fixed Charges  16,164.95
Capital Outlay 29,392.04
Transfers SE Refunds, & Debt Service 387,154.82
Total Disbursements 1  651 647.12
Balance July 1, 1975 34,079.05
RECAPITULATION CAPITAL OUTLAY FUND
Balance Including Securities June 30, 1974  12,765.29
Transferred from Gen. Fund & Interest 135,936.10
Expenditures 135,782 51
Balance Including Securities 6/30/75  12,918.89
RECAPITULATION SPECIAL VOTED TAX FUND
Balance June 30, 1974 and Securities 250,686.81
Transferred from Gen. Fund & Interest 120,756 64
Expenditures S  40,946.28
Balance 63075 Including Securities 330,496.17
JULY
Murray Gas Company, Service 8662.89
Murray Electric System, Service 1848.63
Jilurray Water & Sewer System, Service 4205.93
South Central Bell, Service 3235.81
Kentucky State Treasurer, Supplies 22.00
National School Computer System, Service 67.93
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Blades 325
Pool Office Equipment & Supply, Repairs 181.85
Overbey, Overbey & Overbey, Fee 600.00
Murray Democrat, Printing 6  00
Central Scientific Co., Supplies
Wells Electric, Wiring
The Ledger & Times, Bid 
Chevron Oil Company, Oil 
City of Murray, Service , 
Howard D. Happy Co., Ribbon
Murray State University, Zero: Copies.._
P•urdorn & Iburnian Ins. Agency, Bondy 
Southern Association of School, Dues
Memphis Machinery Co., Supplies
Murray Schools Lunch, Transfer
Thomas Russell, Work 
AUGUST
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co., Concrete
Murray Insurance Agency, Workmen's compensation.
Calloway County Lumber Co., Supplies
Sherwin-Williams, Paint 
Pool Office Supplies, Cabinets
Parking Lot Markings, Fergason, Parking Lot work
Stanbury & Company Band Uniforms
Colie Stoltz, Saxophone






















Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies
Dennis Taylor, Travel 
Eli Alexander, Travel 
Robert G. Jeffrey, Travel
National Wildlife Federation, Membership







Murray Lumber Company, Materials
Starks Hardware, Supplies
McKeown Office Equipment, Paper





State of Ky. Dept. of Ins., Fee
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 
Southwestern Plastic Co., Supplies  
Five Points Welding, Repairs 
Lassiter & Frankhouser Glass, Glass
McKeel Equipment Co., Oil
Calloway County Soil Irnprov., Spray
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 
Tidwell Paint dr Floor Covering, Paint











__ Hughes Paint Store, Paint 
Chuck's Music Center, Record Player  159 90
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, Repairs  11.25
Murray Auto Parts, Thinner 8  40
58.89
Jones Iron & Metal Co , Iron  177.62
A. B. Beale and Son, Supplies 21.36
Motor Parts and Bearings, Supplies 2  52
Wholesale Electric, Supplies 2  29
Winchester Printing Service, Supplies 800
Purdom and Thurman Ins. Agency, Insurance  1,130.00
Murray Home and Auto, Supplies  15.07
Henry Cunningham, Work 774.00
Weldia Cunningham, Work i 844.95
The Warren Group, Equipment 133.59
Allen and Allen, Supplies 4  27
 18.32
Murray Democrat, Bid 
The Ledger and Times, Bid 
Rex Camp. Work
641 Super Shell,reight 
Ardath G. Cannon, Repairs  120.00
Mrs. Harvey Ellis. Piano 
Follett Publishing Co., Supplies  111.22
Peron Publishers, Supplies  • 25.16
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 5  51
Ridgeway Distribubirs, Repair Parts .  58 81
Willie Jackson, Travel  40.18
'Paducah Board of -Education, Paper   331.00
United Lighting Equipment Co Supplies  336.78
Lee Pinkston, In-Service  . 5  00
Cworge S. Gallagher, Workshop . . ....... . ..... 60.00
Brent Wilson, Workshop 
Eva Henley, Workshop 
Billie Shelton, Workshop 
Betty Braboy, Workshop 
Patricia Koch, In-Service 
Bryan R. Muffett, In-Service 
Five Points Welding, Labor
SEPTEMBER
United Lighting Co., Fixtures 
Sam Sumner, Service 
SA-SO, Supplies























ESCO Subscription Service, Magazines 925.33
Murray Democrat, Bid 400
The Baker & Taylor Co., Books 512.46
Eli Alexander, Travel 
960Lucy Lilly, Travel  136.14
Murray Ledger and Times, Publication , 501.25
Pyramid Paper Co., Supplies 40.56
Murray Upholstery, Repairs 20.00
Johnny's Welding Service, Welding 12.00
Singer Company, Machine 173.22
National Lumber & Supply Co., Lumber 98.17
Heckman Bindery, Books 71.50
U. S. Department of Labor, Books 20.55
Thurman and Purdom Ins. Agency, Insurance (car) 
46715.M°40Prentice Hall, Inc., Science Equipment 
Educational Activities, Supplies 94.96
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 344.50
Southwest Plastic Binding Co., Supplies 205.76
School Specialty Supply, Inc., Table  125.23
Kentucky Correctional Ind., Supplies  .„ . 34.60
Murray Water & Sewer System, Improvements 176.86
Special Child Publications, Supplies 
• 7 .0Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps 130 00:1
Barnell Loft, Ltd., Specimen Set 
7 
Bowmar, Books  12.33
Hadden Films, Record Player, repairs 331.25
Moore Business Forms, Checks 499.39
Randy Thornton Service Co , Contradt 632.50
West Chemical Products, Inc., Towels 300.00
Winchester Printing Service, Books dr Cards 671.89
Gulf Oil Company, Gas 37.31
Mayer Myers Paper Co., Towels 217.26
Peck's Upholstery Shop, Labor 534.00
United Settlement Supply, Supplies  • - 59.67
Jerry Wallace, Mineral Spirits 855
Paducah Woodenware Co., Equipment 100.80
Mayfield Printing Co., Records 875
Fitts Block and Ready-Mix Co., Ready-Mix 43.50
Sammon's Bakery, In-Service  11.00
Eye Gate, Film Strips  99.00
Educational Record Sales, Film Strips 70.70
McKee! Equipment Co., Repairs 36.88
Educational Dimensions Corp., Film Strip 20.50
Murray Supply Co., Equipment 71.41
American Automobile Association, Supplies  15.10
Kirby Vacuum Sales & Service, Cleaner 200.00
Charming L. Bete Co., Materials 26.16
Hale Lockshop, Repairs it  so
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 48.90
Calloway County Soil Impry. Asn., Lime 19.90
Mutual Education Aids, Supplies 93.18
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., Tests 73.02
New Readers Press, Supplies  95.55
Aeor Educational Products, Supplies 25.50
The Continental Press, Inc., Kit  61.61
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 15.98
Educational Insights, Inc., Supplies 25.03
Ftickrnan do Norsworthy, Materials  11.88
Mead School Products, Supplies 278.10
Ward & Elkins, Repairs 12.00
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Tests 273.94
Creative Publications, Supplies  44.21
Twin Lakes Office Products, Equipment 286.85
Science Research, Tests 376.94
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 297.99
Big K Department Stores, Supplies 45.31
Pool Equipmert Company, Repairs 173.05
Murray State Univeristy, Supplies 35.00
Murray State Univ. Foundation, In-Service 75.00
Paducah Board of Education, Scheduling Payroll 506.05
Southwest Plastic Company, Supplies  115.50
Office Methods, Paper 144.23
Lookof sky Sporting Goods, Supplies  181.90
Murray Machine & Tool Company, Labor 39.00
The Sun-Democrat, Paper  20.25
Gaylord Brothers, Supplies  28.35
Courier Journal, Paper 20.48
Murray Lumber Company, Supplies 
Jenn Publications, Supplies 
Hughes Paint Store, Paint 
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., Supplies
Calloway County Lumber Co., Supplies 
Laidlaw Brothers, Supplies 
Interstate Battery System, Repair parts 
Chuck's Music Center, Supplies
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies
Lad and Lassie, Supplies 
Otasco, Supplies 
Union Carbide Corp., Supplies 900
Sax Arts and Crafts, Supplies 96.51
Triarco Arts and Crafts, Supplies 67.73
Childcraft, Supplies  17.94
Bowmar, Supplies  170.94
General Learning Corporation, Tests 309.53
Starks Hardware, Supplies 37.24
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies  14.78
Central School Supply Co., Supplies  555.21
Houghton Mifflin Company, Supplies  1,636.32
University Book Store, Supplies 910.67
- Murray Fire Ext. Service, Extinguishers  639.20
Ky. Secondary Com. South. Assoc., Dues  125.00
Southwest Smelting do Refining, Supplies ......... . 42.66
ESEA Title 1, Transfer 29,066.00
United Lighting Equipment Co., Lamps 10.85
Basic Adult Education, Transfer 3  770.37
ESEA Title VI B. Transfer  12,685.60
OCTOBER
Head Start, Transfer 37,929.00
Butler Paper Co Supplies 226 19
Payroll, Work Study 70.30
Hunt's Athletic Goods Company, Supplies  63.05
Motor Parts dr Bearings, Supplies  12.00
New Readers Press, Supplies 18.10
Joe Sills, Band Materials  403.00
Randy Thornton, Service 32.50
Paducah Board of Education, Bus 2,979.00
Area Film Library, Film Rental 468.75
Radio Shack, Materials 17  47
Purdom and Thurman Ins. Agency, Ins
Purdom and Thurman Ins. Agency, Ins






La Pine Scientific, Microscopes  183.16
Sandra Turnbow, Travel  47.95
Pan Blankenship. Travel  70.86
Winchester Printing Services Cards 260.00
McKeown Office Equipment, Paper  .. 10.10
Vaughn's Plumbing, Repairs  32.00
Fred Schultz, Travel 24.50
Sam Sumner, Inspection Buses 
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies  49.81
7.68
Willie F. Jackson, Travel  74.70
2 39
Lucy I.illy. Travel 
Fabric World. Supplies.' 
Charles Stone, Tuning Pianos 105.00
Murray Supply Co., Supplies 5  22
Bowmar, Book 424
Purdom's, Belt 5  02
Calloway County Lumber Co., Materials 85.59





Model Publishing Co., Record Books 136.41
Jerry Wallace, Mineral Spirits 8  55
Standard Oil Co., Oil  10.92
Sears Roebuck SE CO., Equipment 69.89
Owens Food Market, In-Service 2  29
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 9  60
Parker-McKenney, Supplies 12.71
Memphis Machinery, Replacements 820
Wible Language Institute, Tapes  15.40
Lookofsky Sporting Goods, Equipment 62.90
Initial Teaching Alphabet, Books 60.31
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Books 198.00
Central Scientific Company, Materials 4  29
Hale Lockshop, Keys 4  50
Edward Don & Company, Kits  144.70
Murray Sewing Center, Materials 8  90
A. B. Beale and Son, Materials  13.80
Turtox/Cambosco Macmillan Co., Supplies 60.56
52.08
National Computer Systems, Tests 26.12
The Psychology Corporation, Tests
West Kentucky Building Supply, Sufiplies
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies
Church Hill Chemical Company, Cleaners
ABC School Supply, Inc., Supplies
Wholesale Electric, Supplies 
Rains Signs, Signs 
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop Repairs
EBSCO Subscription Services, Magazine
McKeel Equipment Co., Repairs 
Southern Biological Supply Co., Supplies
Five Points Welding Service, Welding
Guabt Photos, Supplies
The Highsmith Co., Books
National Study of School Evaluation, In-Service
Society for Visual Education, Books 
Mayer-Myers Paper Co., Paper
Courier Journal, Paper 
Economy Handicrafts, Supplies
Steck-Vaughn Co., Book
Pool Office Supplies, Repairs  
Shell Oil Company, Gas 
























Robert Shaw Controls Co., Contract  306.00
Starks Hardware, Supplies 26.55
Murray Lumber Company, Materials  18.04
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 26.23
General Learning Corp., Science Materials 490.78
University Book Store, Supplies  166.35
McGraw-Hill, Tests 153.00
Hadden Films, Repairs 70.55
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies 301.32
Central School Supply Co., Tack Board & Supplies 307.07
Mead School Products, Supplies 416.33
Bob's T. V. Service, Repairs 54.09
Chuck's Music Center, Repairs 55.97
Murray Auto Parts Repair-Parts 104.89
Save T. Discount, In-Service 54.44
Ingram Book Company, Books 1,048.24
Graves Humphreys Inc., Supplies  10.83
Tandy Leather Company, Supplies   176.42
Area Film Library Paducah, Film Rental 133.60
Maurice Wilson, Sheriff, Collection of Taxes 7500.00
Freed cotharn Co Repairs 34.35
Hadden Films, Projectors 564.76
Shattinger Music Co., Music   195.57
Dick Blick, Supplies 52.44
Fisher Scietific Co., Equipment 58.70
Chronicle Guidance, Materials 55.00
Consumer Era, Inc., Book 3  00
Imrnerman's Crafts, Inc., Supplies 147.24
National Textbook Co., Books 10.00
Creative Publications, Book 4  15
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 41.16
Dorothy Merritt, Travel 300.00
NOVEMBER
The Economy Company, Supplies 2  76
Frank Mittermeier, Inc., Supplies 56.08
Gulf Oil Company, Gas 85.44
Standard Oil Company, Gas 34.26
Retco Alloy Company, Supplies 98.25
National Geographic Society, Book 8  15
Educational Systems, Guidance 84.40
• The Children's Book Council, Inc., Supplies  13.00
Specialty Case Mfg. Co., Guidance Materials 266.57
Shawnee Press, Inc., Music  12.06
J-G Chemists, Glue 550
The Ledger and Times, Paper 26.50
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Tests 104.23
Westinghouse Learning Corp., Supplies  81.50
American Guidance Service, Supplies  167.36
Howard D. Happy Co., Repairs 21.34
Waldrop's Saw & Lock Shop, Repair 2  13
Randy Thornton Service Co., Ovens 1,136.00
Calloway County Lumber Co., Materials 44.35
Purdom's, Repairs 8  69
Bob's T.V. Service, Repairs 18.10
Heckman Bindery, Binding Books 117.35
The Baker & Taylor Co., Books 892.82
Riverside Learning, Supplies 4  31
Argus Communications, Supplies 5  61
Warren Seed Company, Seed  12.50
Calloway County Soil, Seed 800
Newspapers Inc., Supplies 2  42
Edward Don & Company. Supplies  12.74
Margaret Franklin, Travel 43.74
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 27.90
zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 506.65
10.34
33  30
'North Jersey Conservation Foundation, Supplies 
Pool Office Supplies, Supplies
Hadden Films, Record Player, etc.  990.86
Southern Biological Supply Co., Supplies  182.20
Victor Comptometer Corp., Calculator  445.50
Houghton Mifflin Company, Supplies  635.69
Frank E. Richards Publishing Co., Supplies  180.08
program Aids, Inc., Supplies  78.50
Irrunerman's Crafts, Supplies..3  05
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies  11.19
Central School Supply, Supplies  242.73
Taylor Motors, Inc., Busltepairs•  112.91
Advanced Plastics, Plastic  197.11
Twin Lakes, Supplies 298.62
Paducah Woodenware Co. Carts 136.00
Safe T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 23.44
Dunn Discount Furniture, Repairs 41.85
Childcraft, Supplies  11.19
Owen Food Market, Supplies  10.14
Triarco Arts and Crafts, Supplies 5  90
Mead School Products, Supplies  127.49
Murray Auto Parts, Supplies 8  18
Fisher Scientific Company, Science Equipment 75.94
WDCN-TV, Schedule 1  00
University Book Store, Supplies  117.48
Chuck's Music Center.Band Instruments  1,451 76
Cambridge Book Company, Supplies 46.52
Murray Tire Mart, Repairs 1 500
parker Ford, Inspection 4  44
National School Boards Ass'n., Affiliate Program 250.00





Murray Lumber Company, Materials
Starks Hardware, Materials 
Chuck's Music Center, Guitar 
Winchester Printing Service, Cords 
Allyn and Bacon, Supplies 21.45
Vaughn's Humphreys, Repairs  507.21
Wanda Gough, Travel   18.60
Wells Electric, Repairs 554.36
Sam Sumner, Repairs 40.00
Wholesale Electric, Materials 66.46
Modern Office Methods, Parts  11.50
Murray Supply Co., Materials  28.58
William E. Dunn, Overhauling Buses 120.00
Purdom & Thurman Agency, Insurance 214.00
Dennis Taylor, Travel 32.00
Kathryn Mowery, Travel 43.38
Shell Oil Company, Gas 391.65
Robert Jeffrey, Travel   23.00
Paxton Patterson, Supplies  167.37
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Equipment 208.05
Dudley Lock Department, Locks  114.80
Children's Press, Books . 122.24
Educators Publishing Service, Tests 45.95
Hale Lock Shop, Keys 4  73
Memphis Machinery, Supplies  15.26
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 490.21
Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply, Ball  11.50
Lucy.Lilly, l'ravel 240
Murray State University, Student Aides 1,539.55
Houghton Mifflin Co., Equipment 436.81
Scholastic Book Services, Books 296.01
Randy Thornton Service, Repairs 60.26
Xerox Education Publications, Supplies 35.99
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Tires 35.25
Paducah Board of Education, Paper 739.20
Wallick Music Co., Instrument 279.00
Payroll, Work Study 205.20
United Lighting Company 148.44
DECEMBER
Marsha Jones, Contract  . ;  164.11
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 92.75
Winchester Printing Co., Supplies 400
Begley Drug Co., Supplies 4  13
Mead School Products, Supplies  19.82
George S. Carrington Co., Supplies  43.80
Sam Sumner, Inspection 38.13
Murray Home and Auto Store, Equipment 25.35
Garret Park Press, Supplies  . 9.50
Wells Electric, Repairs •  50.25
Peoples Bank, „Book 
Geneva Brownfield, Travel  86.33
Vaughn's & Humphrey's, Repairs 364.31
Richardson & Trevathan, Audit 1,200.00
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 37.14
Shell Oil Company, Gas 573.86
Standard Oil Company, Gas 57.69
A. A. Records, Inc., Records  116.67
Perfection Form Co., Supplies  11.46
Parker Ford, Repairs 10.82
Carl K. Ross, Prin., Supplies ) 6  50
Society for Visual Education, Supplies 4  60
Rand McNally Company, Supplies 46.45
WaWck Music Company, Instrument 20.00
Butler Paper Company, Paper 145.12
Western Woods Studio, Records 2  15
Howard D. Happy Co., Repairs 77.49
Murray Lumber Company, Materials 198.07
A. B. Beale dr Son, Materials  15.84
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 217.05
Starks Hardware, Supplies 20.36
Hadden Films, Repairs 57.95
Wholesale Electric Supply Co., Supplies 10.87
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 13.50
Parker Publishing Co., Book 9  92
Baker and Taylor, Books 493.16
Laidlow Brothers, Supplies 76.83
Open Court Publishing Co., Supplies 6  45
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies  113.17
Radio Shack, Supplies 19.69
Bowmar, Book 4  36
McGraw-Hill, Tests  146.34
Shattinger Music Company, Music  71.29
Calloway County Lumber Co., Materials.  103.86
University Book Store, Supplies 9  89
West Chemical Products, Supplies 680.93
Murray Fire Department, Supplies 12.00
Randy Thornton Service, Repairs & Replacements 833.49
The Highsmith Col. Inc., Supplies 2  83
Center for Applied Research, Supplies 9  00
Bob's T.V. Service, Service  10.00
Southern Biological Supply Co., Supplies  13.79
Eldrige Publishing Co., Supplies 356
Turtox-Cabosco Supplies 80.20
Pad ucahiWoodenware Co., Carts 77.40
Mayer Myers Paper Co Supplies 65.07
Graves-Humphrey Inc., Ind. Arts 513
Ky. State Treasurer, Soap 64.40
Willie Jackson, Travel 27.70
Fred Schultz, Travel  51.32
Robertshaw Contraols Co., Contract 650.00
McGraw-Hill, Tests 4  93
Payroll, Work Study 167 20
Lucy Lilly, Travel  13.10
United Lighting Equipment Co., Light Bulbs  109.94
National School Boards Association, Registrations  180 00
JANUARY
K. School Board Ass., Dues ' 661.25
Murray Cash and Carry Supplies  28.15
Murray Fire Ext. Service, Repairs 4  50
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, Keys 2  40
Marimik Industrial Supply, Equipment 22.70
.Steel-Allbritten, Parts 2  10
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies • 4  86
Scott's Walgreen Agency, Supplies 6  30
Welders Supply, Inc., Supplies 5  65
















Morris Refrigeration Service, Repairs 
Paducah Bd. Of Ed. Data Proc., Payrolls
Minter Roofing Co., Roof Repairs 
The Baker and Taylor Co., Books 
Gessler Publishing Co. Inc., Books  •
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., Tests
Modern Office Methods, Supplies 
Standard Oil Company, Gas 
Shell Oil Co., Gas 
Gulf Oil Co., Gas 
Starks Hardware, Supplies
Vaughn's SE klumphrey's Plumbing, Repairs 
' Mead School Products, Equipment 
University Book Store. Supplies 
Virco, Chairs 
Laidlaw Brothers, Supplies 
Craft Nei Publications, Supplies 
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 
Hadden Films, Supplies
Rowland Refrigeration Service, Repairs
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 
Frank F.. Richards Publishing Co., Books 
Scholastic Book Service, Books 
Randy Thornton Service Co., Repairs 
Freed Cotham Company, Repairs 
Knighton Mifflin Company, Books 
Hougton Mifflin Co., Books 







































































































































































































































































































Vaughn & Humphrey's Plumbing, Repair 95.00
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 28.73
Mrs. Edith Monson, Contest chr., Registration 10.20
Baldwin Piano & Organ Co., Music
The Continental Press, Inc., Supplies 61.43
Mrs. Clara Humphrey. Travel   30.85
Eli Alexander, Travel 23.88












Singer Education Division, Supplies 491.91
Mead School Products, Drapes 1  055.50
Basin News Company, Books  19.60
Central Microfilm Service Co., Supplies  156.30
Kentucky Correctional Industry, Soap 46.10





Educators Progress Service, Inc., Book  11.45
Wholesale Electric, Materials 36.55
B. L. Winch & Associates, Supplies 58.65
Murray Home & Auto Store, Supplies 14.95
Gulf Oil Corporation, Gas    129.65.
Standard Oil Company, Gas 46.93
 126.50
Howard D. Happy Company, Repairs 34.35
Starks Hardware, Supplies  25.10
University Book Store, Supplies  159.14,
Pool Office Equipment, Calculators & Slupplies 582.82
Singer Sewing Center, Repairs 28.20
Pet World, Supplies
Safe T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 25.73
 176.61
The Baker and Taylor Co., Books, 2,492.78
Gaylord Bros., Supplies  19.69
Houghton Mifflin Co., Books & Charts  126.08
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Mutual Education Aids, Supplies 31.08
The Continental Press, Inc., Supplies 61.61
Center For Applied Research in Ed., Supplies  17.70
Twin Lakes, Supplies 24.70
Wells Electric, Repairs 15.00
Rowland Refrigeration Service, Repairs 27.75
Winchester Printing, Service 41.80
Gaylord Bros., Inc., Supplies  10.85
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 30.76
Murray Lumber Co., Materials 19.50
Purdom and Thurman Ins. Agency, Bus Ins 203.00
Southwest Plastic Binding Co., Supplies  150.60
The Instructor Subscription Agency, Magazine 600
United Lighting Equipment Co., Light Fixtures 35.41
Payroll, Work Study 206.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 71.41
FEBRUARY
Central Microfilm Service, Film 43.10
Big K Department Stores, Supplies 724
Carroll Tire Service, Tires 70.00
Sam Sumner, Work 25.00
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Supplies 13.62
Wholesale Electric, Supplies 11.75
Murray Supply Co., Supplies 6  23
Calloway County Lumber Co., Materials 52.20
Safe T Discount Supplies 34.60
Taylor Motors, Repairs 79.16
Children's Television, Magazine "r5o
Vaughn & Humphreys, Repairs 34.50
Repairs 29.50
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Repairs 26.15
Wells Electric, Repairs 950
McKeel Equipment, Battery 77.00
The Highsmith Co., Film Rack 42.50
Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs 550
Churchill Chemical Co., Supplies 235.50
Pool Equipment Co., Repairs 7  11
Area Film Library, Film Rental 175.70
A. B. Beale & Son, Supplies 966
Frank E. Richards Pub., Supplies 14.54
Fred Schultz, Travel 30.83
Encylopedia Britannica, Books 311.25
Holton & Melugin, Ins 132.00
Melissa Easley, Travel 19.68
Central School Supply, Supplies  24.65
Murray Fire Service, Fire Extinguishers 109.00
Dexter & Westbrook, Ldt., Supplies 51.59
United Settlement Supply, Supplies 12.04
McKeown OfficeEquipment.. Cont7ct   55.00
Gulf Oil aniiorabon, Gass  -  77.70
Paducah Woodenware Co., Repairs 94.97
Postmaster Lester Nanny, Envelopes 4 . 779.95
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 44.89
Starks Hardware, Supplies   101.04
Shell Oil Company, gas  568.27
Standard Oil Company, Gas 44.67
Sears Roeback & Co., Fence 67.96
Zen Manufacturing Co., Supplies 204.30
National Computer Systems, Tests 25.75
_ Radio Shack, Supplies 5  74
Hadden Films, Repairs & Projector  •437•77
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies 33.12
The Baker & Taylor Co., Books 35.80
Murray Insurance Agency, Insurance 128.00
• Lucy Lilly, Travel 2  64
Chuck's Music Center, Instrunients 574.81
Central Scientific Co., Supplies  30.83
Murray Lumber Co., Materials  13.27
Purdom and Thurman Ins. Agericy;P&I Coverage  •• 3,619.00
Graves Humphreys, ,Equipment 46.49
The Continental Press, Supplies  61.61
ABC School Supply Inc., Supplies  17.65
Randy Thornton Service Co., Repairs 255.39
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Materials  166.85
The Perfection Form Co., Supplies 10.61
Safe T. Discount, Supplies 4  88
Murray Insurance Agency, P&I Schedule 1,323.00
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 55.73
United Lighting Equipment Co., Supplies 34.62
Robert Jeffrey, Travel  17.50
Educational Development Corp., Supplies 53.38
Vinton School Form Co., Supplies  12.10
Otis Burk, Repairs 60.00
Paducah Woodenware Co., Supplies 5  93
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies 950
K.S.B. A. Group Flight, Group Flight 240.00
Mary Beshear Work  100.00
Payroll, Work Study 206.00
MARCH
United Lighting Equipment Co., Service.
Lucy Lilly, Travel
Myra Yates, Travel
Teaching Resources Film, Film Strip
Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 
Lindsey's Jewelers, Engraving
Argus Communications, Supplies 
Dunn Discount Furniture, Repairs 
Shattinger Music Company, Music• -
Bob's T. V. Service, Repairs 
Bear Films, Inc., Films 
Coronet, Films 
Hunt's Atheltic Goods Co., Supplies 
Eye Gate House, Filmstrips 
Guidance Associates, Filmstrips 
Wells Electric, Repairs 
Ledger and Times, Bid
Business Envelope Manufacturers, Envelopes
Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs
Murray Auto Parts, Belt
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Repairs




Central School Supply, Supplies
The Psycholgoical Corp., Materials 
NASCO, Supplies 







Field Enterprises Educ. Corp., Books  102.50
Brodhead-Garrett, Equipment. 330.00
Educational Audio Visual Inc., Books 110.08
 212.71Radio Shack, Supplies 




Arnro Music Store, Equipment
Payroll, Work Study
APRIL
Radio Shack, Alarms 82.94
Heckman Binding, Books 131.85
Murray Home and Auto, Calculator 42.21
Modern Office Methods, Inc., Transparency 364.65
Matsushita Electric Corp., Repairs 13.00
Five Points Welding Serv , Labor 52.61
Warren Seed Co., Supplies 10.00
Keelox Mane Co., Paper 76.92
McCuiton's Auto Electric, Repairs 44.75
Will Ed Stokes, Travel - 128.45
M. H. Ryan, Travel   117.62
Lucy Lilly, Travel 3  72
Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 38.13
Call. Co. Soil Improvement Assoc., Supplies 43.80
McKeel Equipment Co., Labor 28.24
Fitts Block & Ready Mix, Supplies 98.30
Wells Electric, Parts & Labor 269.65
Vaughn's dr Humphrey's, Repairs 139.75
Shell Oil Co., Gas  10.37
Hunt's Athletic Goods, Watch 25.50
Fred Schultz, Travel 95.04
Wanda Gough, Travel 12.60
Overbey, Overbey, Overbey, Travel 46.55
Don Henry, Travel 57.71
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 191.08
Kenneth Humphreys, Travel 63.38
Mutual Education Aids, Supplies •32.13
Standard Oil Co., Gas 72.31
Pool Office Equip. & Supplies, Supplies 107.77
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 102.42
University Book Store, Supplies 95.44
Gerald Carter, Supplies 24.60
A. B. Beale & Son, Supplies 30.51
Eye Gate, Supplies 11.50
Educational Dev. Corp., Supplies 97.81
Dover Pub. Inc., Suppligs •   211
EfiYelope Mane; EnveIo-pes 74763"
Newspaper Enterprise Assoc., Almanac 6  50
Frank E. Richards Pub Co., Supplies 110.78
Singer Education Div. (SVE ),Supplies 288.77
Taylor Teaching Tapes, Supplies • 122.10
Southwest Plastic Binding, Supplies • 73.50
Baker & Taylor Ed. Products, Supplies  '  18.32
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies 225
Gable Hinged Music Co., Supplies 25.98
The National Council of Teachers, Supplies 11.60
Paducah Woodenware Co., Supplies 257.25
Woodcraft Supply Co. Supplies 20.00
Cambridge Book Co , Supplies 61.60
Dick Block, Supplies 23.12
Hadden Films Supplies, Supplies 905
Murray Auto•Parts, E.quipinent 15.20
Central School Supply, Supplies 56.58
Fidelity Products Co., Supplies 77.65
E. Blankenship of Ky., Supplies  944
Motor Parts and Bearings, Supplies 907
Scholastic Magazine & Bk., Supplies 24.75
J. S. Latta & Son, Supplies 12.80
Wholesale Electric Co., Supplies 61.45
National Geographic Society, Magazine 29.50
Robertshaw Controls Co., Contract 306.00
The Singer Co., Machines 234.94
Call. Co. Lumber Co., Material 48.00
American Handicap, Supplies 28.26
Judy Hine, Work 27.50
Henry Cunningham, Work 115.15
Weldia Cunningham, Work 115.15
United Lighting Equipment Co., Fixtures 32.55
Payroll, Work Study 240.00
MAY
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Bulb
Wells Electric Shop, Supplies
6  33
900
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies  324.55
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 53.96
Jones Iron & Metal Co , Supplies 117.98
Gulf Oil Corporation, Gas 44.01
Willie F. Jackson, Travel 23.12
Margaret Franklin, Travel 23.18
School Health Supply Co., Supplies  256.43
Radio Shack, Supplies 81.15
United States History Society, Supplies  131.50
Turtoz-Cambosco, Supplies 206.46
Shell Oil Company, Gas 898.36
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Hurdles 52.50
General Learning Corporation, Materials 283.41
Dexter and Westbrook, Ltd., Supplies  11.92
National Computer System Supplies 28.91
Graves Humphreys, Inc. Supplies 20.14
Dev. Learning Materials, Supplies  15.58
Melissa Easley, Travel 115.65
Zerox Education Pub., Kits  78.10
Groilier Educational Corp., Supplies  257.00
Lucy Lilly, Travel  125.32
Fred Schultz, Travel 14.00
Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 45.65
Minter Roofing Company, Inc., Repairs • 96.00
Dennison-Hunt, Supplies  12.00
University Book Store, Supplies 177.11
Winchester Printing Service, Printing 4  00
Scott's Drug, Supplies  11.59
McKeel Equipment, Supplies 21.92
Parker Ford, Inc., Filter  15.82
Vaughn's & Humphreys Plumbing, Supplies 231.58
Howard D. Happy Company, Supplies 48.45
CM-McGraw-Hill, Supplies 40.66
Educational Dimensions Corp., Supplies 45.00
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Supplies . 64.50
Josten's, Diplomas 381.90
Balfour, Awards 845
Civic Education Service, Marts 13.00
Starks Hardware Supplies 47.74
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 27.87
Murray Sewing Center, Supplies 5  36
The Begley Drug Co., Supplies 22.39
Randy Thornton Service Co., Supplies 31 50
Singer Education Division, Supplies 8  00
Taylor Motors Company, Repairs 30.21
Triarco Arts di Crafts, Supplies  11.40
A. B. Beale di Son, Supplies 57.63
Calloway County Lumber Co., Supplies 390
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co., Supplies 47.85
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Repairs 150
Paxton Patterson, Shears 4  696.00
8  99 Auto Paint Specialist, Supplies 20 10
Chuck's Music Center, Repairs •59,85






Owen's Food Market, Evaluation 
Martha Crawford, Evaluation
Food Service Department, Evaluation
University Book Store, Evaluation  .18.61
Southwest Plastic Binding, Evaluation •  62.70
Winchester Printing Service, Evaluation •  . 10.00
Sara Penry, Evaluation 12.35
Barbara Underwood Evaluation 331
Sallie Lawrence, Evaluation 12.60
Florence Morton Evaluation 11.35
Mildred Jones, Evaluation • 235
Nancy Miller Evaluation 
Chester Anderson, Evaluation 
Arnold Oaken, Evaluation
Phil Harrell, Evaluation  
Ray Cobb Evaluation 
Vernon Shown, Evaluation
Richard Brown, Evaluation
M. H. Ryan, Travel
Ledger and Times, Advertisement
The Baker and Taylor Co., Supplies
Standard Oil Co., Gas
United Lighting Co
Twin Lakes, Supplies 
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 
Twin Lakes, Supplies 
Randy Thornton Service, Contract 
Walick Music Co., Instruments"
Melissa Easley, TraveL
Payroll, Work Study
The Baker & Taylor, Books 
Diana Lyons, Work 
Murray Activity Fund, Audit 
Hadeen Films, Supplies 
Dennis Taylor, Travel 
Sally Crass, Travel 
Gulf Oil Corp. Gas 
Standard Oil Co , Gas
New Readers Press, Supplies 
































Auto Paint Specialist, Paint 20.10
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 2  67
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 40.86
Big K Dept. Store, Supplies 21.17
Wanda Gough, Travel  11.04
Paducah Woodenware Co., Equipment 199.35
De Moulin Brothers, Caps and Gowns 116.25
Graves-Humphreys, Equipment 493.50
The Sherwin-Williams, Paint 7  50
Lloyd Hasty, Postage 61.34
Lucy Lilly, Travel 2  88
Dennis Taylor, Travel , 8  58
'South Cefitralltell; Seffe-e 
Shell Oil Co., Gas '  179.65
Winchester Printing Services, Letterheads 59.45
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Envelopes • 448.30
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, Keys 1  58
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies  • 177.10
Wells Electric Repairs 276.75
Rickihan and Norsworthy, Supplies  19.80
McKee! Equipment Co., Supplies 29.15
Paducah Bd. of Educ. Computer Center, Checks 200.00
The Showcase, Supplies 32.34
Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs C't 411. 4-  23.82
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Supplies •  90.00
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 47.33
Starks Hardware, Supplies 42.42
University Book Store Supplies 58.15
Carter Photographic Studio, Supplies 4  00
Howard D. Happy Co., Repairs 47.75
Follett Publishing Co., Supplies 63.66
Hadden Films Repairs 60.75
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies . 114,33
Randy Thornton Service, Supplies 75.99
Warren Seed Company, Fescue  10.00
The Teacher Store, Supplies 7  95
Educational Sensory Programming, Supplies  19.10
Kentucky Foods Corp., Supplies  12.93
Amer. Alliance for Health, Supplies  144.00
World Book Encyclopedia, Supplies 8  50
Murray Lumber Co., Materials  99.60
Educational Audio Visual Inc., Supplies  24.98
Calloway Co. Soil Irnpr. Assn. Weed Killer 4  15
Ch,irchill Chemical Co., Supplies  411.30
J. S. Latta & Son, Supplies  11.30
Five Points Welding Service, Repair 65.50
Martha Fenton, Travel 4  46
Patricia McMullian, Travel 405
Robertshaw Controls, Contract 650.00
R.A.S.A.PL 874 Consultant Fund, Service 44.40
Addison-Wesley, In-service  119.20
John Hine, Work 537.26
L. D. Commodities Inc., Supplies 69.68
Sam Sumner, Contract Bus 25.00
24.00
Elbert Outland, Work  10.80
King School Equipment Co., Drapes 1  960.80
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 9  60
Lucy Lilly, Travel  19.15
Xerox Education Publications, Statement 5  50
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies  14.40
The Education Digest, Magazine  11.90
Murray Supply Co., Supplies 21.05
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies  11.00
Calloway County Lumber Co., Materials 38.59
Shell Oil Company, Gas 862.26
Paducah Woodenware Co., Supplies 53.90
New Readers Press, Supplies 9  65
Educational Testing Service, Supplies 5  90
Murray Insurance Agency, Insurance 7  00
The Baker and Taylor Co., Books 60.74
Furchess Jewelry, Tray 68.70
McKeown Office Equipment, Service 22.00
Murray Lumber Co., Material's 825.61
Hadden Films, Repairs 30.15
Gulf Oil Corp Gas 91.51
The Sherwin-Williams Co., Paint  181.50
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co., Blocks 81.48
Univ. Printing Service, In-service  109.50
Randy Thornton Service Co., Repairs 47.00
Standard Oil Co., Gas  48.41
Columbia Microscope Co., Equipment 208.00
Henry Cunningham, Work 641.25
Weldia Cunningham, Work 667,38
Taylor Motors, Repair   264.25
Murray Ins. Agency, Bus Employee Insurance 225.80
Chuck's Music Center, Supplies 4,038.60
Field Enterprises, Supplies  79.00
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Certified Personnel Sub-
stitutes and Non-Certified Ad-
ministrative Personnel:
Adams, Georgia Wear . . 390.00
Alexander, Eli  15229.00
Andrus, Laurine 196.00
Archer, Charles  10102.00
Atchison, Joel C 9953.16




Banker, Susan Fanning . 176.00
flarker, Charlotte  10009.00
Burke, Anna J. 7746.00
Caldwell, Nellie Ruth .. 8702.10
Cantrell, Kinie 180.00
Cantrell, Sandra Tucker 5051.51
Carter, Gerald L. 725.100
Carter, Mary Ann 8664.00
Cartwright, Pamela  8940.00
Cella, Doris 416.00
Colson, Carolyn H. 6720.00
Colyott Debra 7584.00
Crass, Sally 7060.07
Crider, Jerry Allen 9138.10
Doherty, Eula Mae 150.00
Drake, Barbara Mary . 6720.00
Dunn, Norma G 44.00
Ellis, Gels 8790.00
Emerson, Linda Bobo 8790.00
Farley, Myra Jo 7092.00
Farrell, Richard 7537.00
Fitch Alice Jane 7228.00
Foster, Lashee B. 7074.27
Franklin, Margaret . 12678.62
Geurin, Jean 10077.00
Gilliam, Willie Belle . ... 3748.10
Gough, Wanda L. 8030.00
Hall, Willina 3250.00
Hargrove, Susan W.  7056.54
Harrell, Barbara I. Ray.. 17.50
Harrell, James Edward 9422.00
Hasty Lloyd A 9928.00
Helms, Emily A 
Hine, John Robert 13902.00
Hodges, Lulabelle 10077.00
Holland, Preston 5160.00
Hook, Haley Lee Jr 8812.80
Hopkins, Ronald L. 44.00
Howard, Chettie 468.00
Howard, Opal 9585.00
Howard, Ruth L 7107.00
Humphrey, Clara 992322
Hunter, Bettye 2856.75
Hurt, Joyce Spann 3185.00
Jackson, Willie F 12729.00
James, Deborah 4971.00
Jeffrey, Glinda 1856.92
Jeffrey, Robert Glin .14579.00
Jenkins, Charliese 7439.30
Jobs, Loretta 34.65
Jones, Bonnie Hamilton. 663.60








Lassiter Mary Lou 10077.00
Lassiter, Ruth A 11103.00
Lee, Paul Jerry 44.00
Light, James L 10800.00
Ligon, Lenora 9495.00
Lilly, Lucy 10600.00
Littleton, Mary Jane  . 8804.25
Low, Mildred 8790.00
Lyons, Betty 501.60.
Lyons Diana Nanney.  243.00
Mabry, Dohna 9639.00
Maddox Brenda • 9352.00
Maley, Donald Ross 144.00
Mayley, Glenn Martin .92.40




McKeel, Arm P 6957.00
McMullin, Patricia A. .  6720.00
McNutt, Corinne  10077.00
Melton, Roger 7251.60
Miller, Sarah Sue 9691.68
Mitchell, Marilyn Reed 33.00
Moody, Reita 4371.00




Overby, Louise  
Parks, Shirley E 
Barksdale, Charlotte Marilyn
8897.00
Baucum, Judith. . . 8790.00
Beane, Allan Lane 9861.10
Beatty, Wilma .... 1100.00
Beauchamp, Patsy 3250
Bennett, Helen 95.37.08
Beshear, Mary B.  7635.00
Beyer, Faye 8421.75
Blankenship, Daniel..9526.40
Blankenship, Jane D. . 7620.00
Bondurant, Gene  140.80
Bowker, Joan 9585.00
Brady, Mark Edward. 10660 00
Brandon, Barbara 22.00
Broach, Anna Elizabeth 10 137.00
Brownfield, Geneva : . 9489.16
Brown, Margaret 9603.00
Pasco, Ruth 3712.73
Peebles. Sarah C. 7002.00
Pinkston, Zoe Lenore . .  9447.53
Porter, Margaret 3962.00
Price, Billie Faye 8790.00
Priddy, Barbara 7297.00
Reynolds, Robert Ray . 8000.00
Rodgers, Pamela Jeanne 168.00
Rollins, Lucy M 7413.00
Roos, Glenda Philen 220.00
Russell, Katherine 3997.50
Russell, Mary Ann . . 10389.00




Schwab, Bonita Lawhorn . 90.20
Schwab, Frank 4499.00
Scott, Audrey 5713.37
Scott, Betty C. 9656.00
Scroggins, Nelle 130.00
Shaw, Sheila D 5340.00
Shelton, Peggy J. 6957.00
Shelton, William Jerry. 12705.00
Shirley, Martha 8310.24
Sills, Joseph Robert . 13037.00




48.00 loon, Bobby 12020.00
loon, Shirley 9585.00
Turnbow, Sandra Parks 7092.00
Turner, Thomas Edward 9407.00
Umar, Dee Ann 72.00
Underwood, Lanette .7997.00
Utterback, Nancy 63.00




Webb, Patricia H 66.00
West, Haron B. 10339.00
West, Rebecca 22.00







 8004.0" Alexander, Eli M. Jr 605.60
88.00 Bayless, Eugene A. 24.00
10582:00 Blanton, Virginia 2633.40
7058-54 Braboy, Betty  1583.74
Brooks, Otis Beverly . 6420.00
Dunlap, Adelle 845.64
Ford, Alpha R. 1806.00
Gallagher, George S. . . 1566.24
Gammons, Johnnie Mae 2606.20
Hankins, David 363.12
Henley, Eva Lou  1561.87
Hill, Collie 5779.80
Hudspeth, Ida Mae 12.00
Hudspeth, L. V. 25.88
Hutchinson, Thomas W 28.S.00
Irvin, Grace Pearl 2436.22
Irvin, Roy 2603.22
King, J. D.  438.00
Matthews, Norma Jean.   645.00




Morgan, Solen C 1696.80
Outland, Elbert 6734.80
Shelton, Billie 1509.36
Slinker, R. A  1417.50
Sumner, James Dale 80.00
Sumner, Sam 5859.99
Walls, Katherine 1274.95
Walls, Walter A. 3268.00
Williams, Donnie 349.60
Williams, Mark  481.60
  22.00 Willis, Holly S  1323.00
 38.00 Wilson, Brent C.  1062.12
8791100 Subtotal 69246.00
 216.00 Total 1076906.85







Jim Pack, Treasurer, Registration`Fee 20.00
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
October
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 142.04
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
November
Martha Fenton, Travel 25.97
Willie Gilliam, Travel 53 64
Margaret Franklin, Travel 28.02
Audrey Brown, Travel 31.69
Bank of Murray, Check Book 7  67
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
December:
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
January
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund al42.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
University Book Store, Teaching Supplies 8  70
February
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund  142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
March
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund  142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan $ 3  17
April
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund  142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
May
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund  142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
Martha Fenton, Travel 1  75
Willie Gilliam, Travel 7  00
Margaret Franklin, Travel 8  75
June ,
Educational Reading Services, Inc., Teaching Supplies. . . 20 80
Benefic Press, TeachingSupplies, 80.48
Science Research Associates, Inc., Teaching Supplies. . .. 143.60
Baker and Taylor Educational Products, Teaching
Supplies  21.42
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund  142.01
SoCial $ecurity Revolving Plan 3  17
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 142.01
Social Security Revolving Plan 3  17
Teacher's Retireolent System Matching Fund 142.01
Social Security' Revolving Plan - 3  17
Murray Insurance Agency 54.67
(Cont. on Page 10)
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The Ledger and Times 75.00
Richardson and Trevathan 250.00
Murray Board of Education, Utilities and Maintenance. . 2220.68
TITLE VI-11 BEA 1974-75
OCTOBER
University Book Store, Supplies    11.79
Twin Lakes, Supplies 4  97
Pearon Publishers, Supplies A •  40.38
Central School Supply, Supplies 315.39
Science Research Associates, Supplies 78.78
Tallett Publishing Co., Supplies 50.49
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 30.83
Western Psychological Services, Supplies 70.88
Teaching Resources, Supplies 485.25
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies 94.97
Chas. E. Merrill Publishing Co., Supplies 16.64
The Psychological Corp., Supplies 1  96
National Learning Systems, Supplies 50.87
Hadden Films, Equipment 344.32
Childcraft Education Corp., Supplies  70.25
13arnell Loft, Ltd., Supplies  38.22
Dexter and Westbrook, Ltd., Supplies  • 7  22
Enrichment Reading Corp. of Am. Supplies 110.69
Phonovisual Products, Svc., Supplies 88.71
The Mills School, Inc., Supplies . 13.00
Consulting Psychologists Press, Supplies 143
Southwest Plastic Binding Co., Supplies 68.03
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies 23.08
American Guidance Service, Supplies 418.65
NOVEMBER
Tallett Publishing Co., Supplies 830
McGraw-Hill, Supplies 10.50
Ann Arbor Publishers, Supplies  17.50
Singer Education Division, Supplies 243.09
Starks Hardware, Supplies 96
American Guidance Service, Supplies 680
Teaching Resources, Supplies 20.41
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 701.55
DECEMBER
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps 500
Debbie Colyott, Supplies 7  01
The Professional Press, Inc., Supplies  18.00
Educators Publishing Service, Inc., Supplies 27.54
Roses Store, Supplies 2  48
Special Education Materials, Inc., Supplies 38.11
FEBRUARY
Scott Drug Co., Supplies 2  70
Margaret Franklin, Travel 31.99
Debbie Colyott, Travel 24.09
University Book Store, Supplies 25.79
Bernie Strait Publishingeo.,
Childcraft Education Corp., Supplies 7  81
Phonovisual Products, Inc., Supplies 25.40
Educators Publishing Service, Inc., Supplies 4  34
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies 11.90
MARCH
Symbol Charts, Supplies  10.00
Pearon Publishers, Supplies  . 5.04
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., Supplies ,. 66.84
Hadden Films, Equipment 33.52
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 17.30
Beckley-Cardy Co., Supplies 1  98
Big K Dept. Store, Supplies 12.27
Billie Downing, Consulting Services 1000.00
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.*, Supplies 40.51
APRIL
Bernie Straub Publishing Co., Supplies 36.34
Houghton-Mifflin Co., Supplies 167.03
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Supplies. 27.64
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 6  84
University Book Store, Supplies  10.32
MAY
University Book Store, Supplies  15.85
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Supplies 40.51
Debbie Colyott, Travel  23.15
Margaret Franklin, Travel 90.30
Media Materials, Inc., Supplies 21.00
Harcourt Brace Javanovich, Inc., Supplies 9  78
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Supplies 60
Big K Dept. Store, Supplies 7  77
Debbie Colyott, Expenses 3  75
JUNE
Murray Ins. Agency, Payroll 11.44
University Book Store, Supplies 4.511
Pearon Publishers, Inc., Supplies 306
Follett Publishing Co., Supplies 12.46
Science Research Associates, Supplies 184.70
ABC School Supply Inc., Supplies 52.55
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Supplies 84.43
Baker and Taylor Educational Prod., Supplies 28.38
Hadden Films, Supplies 18.90
Kaplan School Supply Corp., Supplies 12.35
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 43.65
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational, Supplies 454.50
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Postage 60.00
Richardson and Trevathan, Audit  100.00
Ledger and Times, Publication 40.00
Barmen Loft, Ltd., Supplies 65.96
Bowmar, Supplies 209.33
ABC School Supply Inc., Supplies ar 975
Imperial International Learning Corp., Supplies  50.20
Love Publishing Co., Supplies  13.45
University Book Store, Supplies  120.51
SOCIAL SECURITY ( Sept.-April) 278.87
SALARIES:
Martha Tharpe 2,470.00
Julia Vick 2  296 20
Signed Ruth Lassiter
Ruth Lassiter, Treasurer
Murray Board of Education
Murray, Kentucky
Subscribed and sworn to this the 7th Day of August, 1975
Willina Hall Notary Public
My Commission Expires Feb. 25, 1979
2. Notice
Vial ow Recreation Room











day will be a 12 oun-
ce steak, baked
potato and salad
for $2.95. We will










BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST KNOWt"
-
(Editor's Note Public Notice advertising plays a unique role
both in American history and in the process by which this
country's democracy is preserved Its one premise is that
people must be informed if they are to govern themselves
competently Public Notice advertising first came into being
with the Congress of 1 792 That body. recognizing its respon
sibility to the pea*, required the Postmaster General to ad
vertise for bids for the construction of new post offices. From
that inauspicious beginning to the complex publication
requirements in federal, state and local laws today, govern-
ment officials have come more and more to understand their
obligations to inform the public through Public Notice ad-
vertising Newspapers over the years have been the vehicle by
which these obligations have been fulfilled. They will con-
Niue to be as long as the public demands that it'be in-




())ELL, 5PIKE ISN'T SKINNK
AN'( MORE! I GOT HIM
BACK it41 SHAPE!
8-23
CMON OUT, SPIKE !
SHOW EVERKBOOK HOW




























108 N. 6th Street, Murray. Ky.
Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal.
Phone (502i business 753-0140,
night 753-9232. Store hours Mon-
day 1-6, Tuesday-Saturday 10,6
 •
HORNBUCKLE'S BAR-





4 hienwoeners in the general
are. will be given the op-
portunity to hove new vinyl
coated Steel House Siding up
plied to their home with op-
tional decorative work at • very
low cost. This amazing new
product has captured the in-
terest of homeowners
throughout the United States
who are fed op with constant
pointing and other maintenance
costs. It will last you a lifetime
and provides full insulation sum-
mer and winter, as well as fire
protection. Our new product car
be used over every type of
home, including frame, concrete
block, asbestos, stucco, etc. It
comes in a choice of colors and
is now going to be introduced to
the Calloway County arta. Tour
some can be • showpiece in the
county and we will make it vOr•
th your while if we can use your
home for advertising. For on op
pointntent, mail within 3 clays


















A load of antique fur-
niture. Good condition.
Also a supply of com-






Come by and see at




IF YOU HAVE a burden,
let us share it.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.




classes and baton. Age 4










Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line .. 753-NEED





DORIS BRITTAIN is now
employed at St. John's




Save on money, fuss and
fuel. A tuned-up car gives
you better performance
any way you look at it.
Hutson Texaco
W. Main 753-77110
I WILL NOT BE respon-
sible for any debts other
than my own, after
August 20, 1975. Jerry
Manness.





NEWS is here! For
subscription information




Approximately 12,000 sq ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp
Murray. Ky , Phone 7513342
5 Lost And Found
LOST. BROWN suede
purse, lost at the Palace.
Belonged to Paula Jo Foy.




person to keep small baby
in their home five days a
week from 7:15 a. m. until
2:45 p. m. Call 753-8066.
WANTED SOMEONE to
keep 2 children in my
home. Weekdays for the













Manfred Kollman at 642-














free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
Highway 121 South.
6. Help Wanted
WANT SOMEONE to stay






together. Part time or full
time. Phone for ap-
pointment at 753-8138.




NOW LOOK AT TS'
YOU'VE I-4AD THIS 
H 
PAR 4i







1-THAT WHY I MEVEP
MARRIED ONE OF YOU MILLIONAIRES
YOU THINK YOUR MONEY CAN BUY
ANYTH I NG - BUT- NOT THIS  
--k7 MINK COAT .!'"
PRESIDENT LUA5A
OF BANGALLA,..
















SOME RICE IN THE TOES
tvikk
THASS A INCINERATOR,











14 Want To Buy





Brandon Dill, 753-1551 or
753-9104.
WANT TO BUY multi
purpose floor fan,
medium size. Phone 753-
5924 or 753-1681.
TOPPER FOR 8' pickup
truck, storm door, apple
pattern dishes by Fran-
siscan, dishes by Corell,
Tower type antenna,
rivere ware. Phone 753-
8333 or 753-7671.
54-SELECTIONS ot
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 42" CD_
plriiiiiid14§5 sheet. -rive
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels ar 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Loan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
15 'Articles For Sale
RAM XS 1000 GOLF clubs.
Brand new set. $450.00






LUMBER SLABS and saw
dust. Call Lewis Harper,
Gleason, Tennessee, 901
648-9340.
19 TRESSES ON 612 pitch,
span 24 ft. Will sell at cost
new or will build a
building. Call 436-5812 or
489-2697.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
BOYS CLOTHES, sizes 12
and 14 slim. Just like new.
Phone 753-5688 or 753-8125.
FOUR-20 ROD ROLLS
American made woven
wire. 39" high, 6" stay.
NINE - 80 rod spools
American made, 4 point
heavy duty barbed wire.
95-6 ft. steel post. Ap-




USED SET OF En-
cyclopedia In-
ternational's. Just like
new. Call after 4:30, 753-
9459.
TWO USED BEDS and
mattresses. Call 753-6620
between 10 a. m. and 5 p.
tn.
HEAVY DUTY IRONER.
good condition. Phone 753-
5415 after 4:30.
MAXI-MIST Breathing
unit, dress form, Raywall
220 volt electric heater.
Electric adding machine,








Ward and Elkins. Call 753-
1713.
TWO 600, 12.30 fifteen inch,
Goodyear tires on Ford
rims. Call 753-3808.
16 Home Furnishings
ONE SET BED SRPINGS,
one comode and tank, one
gas clothes dryer, one gas
kitchen stove, one 30
gallon hot water tank. All
was in working order
when removed. First
$50.00 takes all. 412
Sycamore. Call 753-6580.
KENMORE WASHING
machine, only been used
one year. Poster bed,





THREE YEAR OLD 11
Cubic ft. Arnana chest





apartment size. From $50
up. Ward-Elkins. Call 753-
1713.
OAK DRESSER, six old
dining chairs, platform
rocker, wing back chair,
and ottoman. Call 489-
2180.
BLACK NAUGHYDE










CASE FARM tractor. V -
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
AGRI-PRODUCTS is now
taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
farm buildings are ready
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
D-6 CATERPILLAR dozer
977 cat loader, 4 storage
tanks, and diesel fuel,
Backhoe, 1971 2 ton
Chevrolet dump truck.
Good shape, good price.
Call 753-9807, 354-6392 or
354-8301.
20. Sports Equipment




24' JET BOAT seats 12
people, used 30 hours.
With new trailer, will sell
or trade for automobile.
Call 436-2427.
ONE SET OF DULOP
classic golf clubs and bag.
8 irons. 4 woods, putter.
Used twice. Call 753-8552.
1973 RENKENS, tri-hull, 85
h. p. Johnson motor and
trailer. 30 hours on boat
and motor. Call 753-4509
or 753-7357.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power






for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
CORRECTION
The Lakefront property advertised in
Friday's Ptu-dom Thurman Real Estate ad-
vertisernrzot had an incorrect price. The
Price should be $24,500.
Purdom Thurman
Real Estate








































































































































































DRUM SET and trumpet
and 2 bikes. Call 492-8374.
REPOSSESSED COLOR
T.V. and stereo. Balance








Oak and Hickory. Cut to
order. Call 753-6477.
TWO STORY oak log barn
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
16' 60 AMP Electric service




cabinet tops. Solid colors





GOOD USED black and
white T. V.'s. Console and
portables from $50 up.
Ward-Elkins. Call 753-
1713.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1971 LANCER. 12 x 65, all
electric, central .air.
Three bedrooms,'. -4
bath. 200 amps. pole, 2
sets of concrete steps and
underpinning. Call 753-
6601 after 5;30 p. m.




28 Heating 8 Cooling
WARM MORNING
automatic gas heater.
Just like new. Call 474-
2355.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50, 2 BEDROOM,
natural gas heat and air
conditioning. Call days,
753-4171, after 8, 753-9867.
TRAILER FOR RENT,
nice private lot, near
University and down




Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces





tras. For more in-
formation call 753-7791 or
753-3190.
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 50




University on private lot.
Call 753-7833 or 753-5709.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer









Cart Satire Rental Property
for lease at negotiate tens.
An Off ice Ilailding with porkies
at the Nertheest career of
Hi Street end Maple Street in
Murray, kaotecky with perking
asseediately in frau of sad
beading. Cal 753-4031 star
5:00 p.m. Sr 753-4061 before
5:00 p.a.
31 Want To Rent
GARAGE FOR 16 FT. boat,
perferably within city







looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
12 Apartmert For Rent
TWO BEDROOM Apart-
ment for rent. Furnished.
Can be seen at 416 N. 8th
after 5 o'clock.
MURRAY MANOR - All










and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.
FURNISHED APART •

















lake property, 6 miles
from Paris landing State
Park. $125.00 per month
Call 901-642-5590.
NICE THREE ROOM
furnished apartment for 2
people. All utilities fur-








33. Rooms For Rent




preferred. Call 753-6776 or
762-2896.
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block
from campus. Call 436-
5479.
Management Team
Man and wife needed to operate new $60,0010 Tasty
Burger Store in your town new concept). Will lease
building, equipment on a percentage basis to the right
party. School you ia our procedures, place you in a
position to earn High, High Income. Interested parties
must have $4,000 CASH working capital to start. Call
Mr. James Collect 615-373-2414 immediately.
34. Houses For Rent




wquare feet, with 2 car
attached garage. Will
consider renting with
option to buy. Can help









large family room, den,
kitchen, one block from




baths, on 1 acre lot. Call
436,5461 after 6 p. m.
HOUSE FOR RENT,
couplesonly. No pets. Call
753-2987.
SIX ROOM FARM
HOUSE, located 3 miles






- oal myna ••••••••  
• WS S.00.1111










Boarding and grooming,UNFURNISHED 3 Pick up and deliverybedroom, 2 full baths. 505 service now available.South 6th. Call 753-4091. Call 753-4106.
A QUIET PLACE IN the
hills. Modern 2 bedroom
country home with peach





furnished. 13 miles from
Murray. $200 per month.






each. 20 year, red laying
hens. $1.25 each. Two pair
Chinese geese. $12.00 a
pair, $700 each. One. Hen
Turkey, $10.00. Three
guineas, $1.25 each. One
gentle beautiful Shetland
poney, $20.00. Call 345-
2794, Farmington.
GENTLE MARE, bridle
and saddle. Also com-




mare. Gentle and well
trained. Also big horn





golden, shots, 8 weeks old.
$65.00. Call 753-5605.
COCKER SPANIEL.
Phone 753-0226 after 5:00.
AKC BLACK female
Scottish terrier, 6 months
' Md. 20 per cent less than
purchase price. Call 753-













months to I year. Call 901-
247-3232 between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., 907-247-5570




home grown. Also 'corn
ready to -freeze and can.




Saturday August 23, 9-5.
1711 Keenland. Hundreds
of items. Good Christmas
gifts, clothes, and odds
and ends. Don't miss this
or you'll be sorry!
GARAGE = ALE 2006
Gatesborough Circle.
Friday afternoon, August
22. All day, Saturday,
Aug. 23. Lots of clothes,
shoes, bicycles and
furniture.
MOVING - Must Sell
stove, $40.00. Call 753-
4131.
YARD SALE, Saturday, 9-
5. Two antique beds, one
dome type antique
refrigerator, one brass
rail lamp base, milk can,
2 air conditioners, one
8,110 volts, one 12,220
volts. Green oatmeal
pattern glass, numerous






assortment of clothes in
excellent condition. tb
Miscellaneous items.
Turn right just off North
641 at Almo, third house
on right ( green). Thur-
sday, Friday, Saturday, 8-
5 p. m. each day.
43 Real Estate
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
& Maple Streets, phone
753-7133. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home





within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
_
ESTATE.
FIVE ACRES set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
with space for several
more. Extra large deep
well. Four septic units.
Electric poles to many of
the sites. Here is an op-
portunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably.
John C. Neubauer,




nice double wide trailer in
tip-top condition offering
central heat and air,




this one out because it is
priced at only $13,800.
Moffitt Realty Company,
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
ANTIQUE LOVERS. Note.
This house is perfect for
displaying all those
treasures. Four bedroom,
2 baths, one and half story
home has 3 fireplaces on
extra large lot. $25,000.
Contact BOYD-
MAJORES REAL








with all equipment, and 6
rooms above it which-
could be made into living
quarters. rents for $125_
per month. Also has new
steel building with 14'
doors for car and truck
maintenance. Should rent
for $250 per month.
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give u4 a call




We changed the look of our build!!









• 'Quality That Will Please'
lint
t4*.Wrw , • •••
43 Real Estate
Neve yes, over wonted a bane
that made ass feel like yew
won Ivies as a tropical isle
W yourseif 7 leitated ii the
trees with terraced pram end
babbles brook is this far
barmen rustic be.. lasted
within wain distance of MSU.
Den with fireplace, heap rani
with dila wee, two baths,
recreation rani awl sonssy
distiectIve teeter's.
Can you paint? If se, this three
hoarsens brick might be Oat
whet you're looking fir. Ike
separate teen above tie
wage Is ideal for the son Sr
wane with Weiss! Bat the
high coot of Ivies will the is.





44. Lots For Sale
$10 DOWN, will buy a large
(100' x 200') Kentucky
Lake access lot. Total
price of $2995 includes
central water tap in.
Phone, 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46. Homes For Sale
HOME HU_AILIsi=9:LAgy.
ftfira-- ge 3iTectiOn
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post .Qffice, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
E479. Member M. L. S.
By Owner, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, den, large living
room, fireplace, ,firmal
dining  room, larIge kit-
chen with dishwasher and
self-cleaning oven,
central heat and air. 1'2
miles SE of Murray. Call
753-6956.
1700 AUDUBON, 3









new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
SPACIOUS three bedroom
house. Two baths, living
room, den with fireplace,
carpeted, many closets.
Central heat and air.
Outside shop and storage
areas. Walking distance
taRobertson, M. H. S. and
M. S. U. 1607 Sunset
Drive. Call 753-6012.
FIVE ACRES of prime
land under new fence with
3 bedroom brick home.
Two outbuildings and
large oak tree in yard.
One metal barn with
lights and water, 116 x 40
block utility building with
lights and water. Three
miles from court square
on East side of town under
$40,000. Call 753-8500.
SIX ROOM HOUSE, l'
baths, 6 miles from city
limits. 40 x 40 garage, 10
acres of land, deep well,
256 ft. highway frontage.
Will trade for house in
town. Call 436-5560.
BY OWNER, delightful 3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, all ap-
pliances, dining room and
den. Big shady lot. 401 N.
10th. Asking $26,500. Call
753-0690.
NEW HOME for' sale in
Gatesborough, 1 12 stcry
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three





46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner.
Beautiful spacious, 3





For city preperry of cooperate
ogee. Fear bedroom brick a
sae etre bad. 15 s 20 pealed
allay rasa, kitchen -
biemaisa, 12 s 1592 mooted
opal redecorated living rain.
Large ceramic tee MTh ram
pas pealed reeds. Wel
heat end Wean a condition.
Locala 3 ohs (Hit of tows en
ileckap read. Interested per-
sons, Cal 753-7120.
47. Motorcycles
19'73 YAMAHA 750 chopper.
Excellent condition.
$50.00 and take over
payments. Call 753-8046.
HONDA, 500 Chopper.
*1,050. 100 CC Trail bike,
$325.00. Call 753-4509 or
753-7357.
1973 YAMAHA 504 street
bike with windsheild.
Home 489-2733.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 2_136-,A335 after _
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1967 CHEVY IMPALA, 2
door, automatic tran-
smission, power steering
and brakes. $350.00. Call
753-3483.
1974 LUXURY LEMANS.
Really sharp. You've got
to see it to appreciate it.
Call 753-8277.
1975 crADILLAC COUPE g.
de Ville, baby blue, white
leather, white half roof.
1975 El Camino classy,
air, power steering .and
brakes; power windows,
tilt steering, cruisec AM
and FM stereo tape. 3,600
miles. 1972 Chevrolet 34
ton pickup, power and air.
Call 753-4509 or 753-7357.
1973 THUNDERBIRD air
conditioner, AM, FM
stereo, titl wheel, power
windows, vinly roof.
Radial tires, low mileage.
$3,500. Call 753-9997.
1969 CHEVROLET wagon.
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
Also 1970 Chev. Pickup
truck.
1968 OPAL CADET wagon.
Nice. $650. Call 753-1566.
1970 GTO, automatic and
air. Call 753-5686.





- Fold down, unique. Good
used trailers, '2 mile east







POP UP CAMPING trailer
with stove, refrigerator
and furnace. Excellent




deluxe, sleeps six. Used
twice. Outstanding
condition. Call 767-4789 or
767-4786.
1975 SELLS 8 FT. over cab
camper for '2 ton pickup
$1,200. Approximately 9 x
12 Weezel ten with

























Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.








David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
WILL PUT PLASTIC
under your house. Also
will do small carpentry
jobs. Call 753-1603.
JOHN HUTCHENS











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. No













OPEN 8 AM TO 9-PM
WASH 35' DRY 10'
Central Highlander
Center, 641 N
WILL MOW lots. Call 753-
1980. D. 0. Parks.
51. Services Offered
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or











WE DO hay hauling. Call
753-6477.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354




plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KLRBY. CARPET CARE-
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job














WHITE MOTHER and 2
white kittens. Call 753-
0655.
FIVE SIX WEEK OLD
kittens and mother. Call
436-2415.
- - -
TWO 6 weeks old kittens
Call 753-8245.
For Sale By Owner
Five Bedroom in Canterbury Estates
Large recreation room, large kitchen, with dining
area, formal dining room, three full baths, in-_
tercom, central vacuum, double garage, large
storage area, double drive, Central heat and air
• conditioner with heat pump, dra-pes
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Deaths and Funerals
Services Are Today
For Keith J. Baar
The funeral services for Keith
James Baer, age 13, will be held
today at two p. m. at the First
United Methodist Church with
Dr. James Fisher and Rev.
William Porter officiating and
Maxine Clark playing the
organ.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Richard Farrell, John C.
Winter, Larrie Clark, Russell
Terhune, Paul Shahan, and Joe
Prince. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The young boy died at noon
Thursday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. His death followed a short
illness.
He is survived by his parents,
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Baer,
sister, Miss Rachel Baer,
brother, Robert L. Baar, and
maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Bess Lundquist, all of Murray,
and paternal grandmother,
Mrs. James Baer, Chicago, Ill.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to the
Boy Scout Troop 45 or the
Murray Baseball Association.
Burkeen Rites To
Be Held On Sunday
Funeral services for Billy Joe
Burkeen will be held Sunday at
two p. m. at the Chapel of-The
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Otis Jones and
Rev. Eura Mathis conducting
the rites.
Pallbearers will be Junior
Tucker, Jerry Hill, L. W. Hill,
Jackie Newberry, James Neale,
and Dale Burkeen. Burial will
follow in the Palestine
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Burkeen, age 41, died Wed-
nesday at his home in Warren,
Michigan. He was formerly of
Calloway County and is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Shirley
Jean 'Hill Burkeen and one
daughter, Miss Tonya Burkeen
of Warren, Michigan; one son,
Danny Joe Burkeen of
Murray Route Three; Parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Burkeen of
Murray Route Three; Grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Miller of Dexter Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Burkeen of
Alma Route One.
The ffighest waterfall in the
world is Angel Falls in Vene-
zuela with a drop of 3,212 feet,
total for all its leaps.
SCOTT DRUG
12P  CHOTNUUTREET_
Fill Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs




will open their restaurant
Roberson's
Hitt-Burger, Inn -
413 S. 4th St.
Wednesday, August 20
Known for their famous
hickory smoked barbecue
and delicious plate lun-
ches.
— to be read-by Ken Humphreys.'
Prayers will be .led by Gene
McDougal and Jamie Potts.
The evening sermon topic will
be "Nineveh or Tarshish?" with
Gary Potts toread the scripture
from Jonah 1:1-3. Edgar
Rowland and Gary Lamb will
lead in prayers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Lenith Rogers
and Tommy Schroeder. Serving
on the Extension Department
will be Newell Hopkins, Wayne
Hopkins, Steve Herndon, and
Kerry Gillihan.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a. m. Sunday.
OF THE
BLACKFORD HOUSE
1804 COLDWATER ROAD- HIGHWAY 121
















Funeral services for Sims R.
Garner of Route One,
Buchanan, Tenn., will be held
today at two p. m. at the Mt.
Pleasant United Methodist
Church with Bro. Charlie
Sweatt and Bro. Jim Canter
officiating. Burial will be in the
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mr. Garner, age 68, died
Thursday at 4:30.a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is a retired farmer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Merrell Garner; one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Lou
Coker, Murray; one son, Robert
Garner, Route One, Buchanan,
Tenn.; four sisters, Mrs. Mary
Sue McKipney, Mrs. Fronie
Mae Eldridge, Mrs. Nancy Fay
Brandon, and Mrs. Vickie Lynn
Reed; six brothers, Henry,
Odell, Ernest, Chester, William




The funeral for Willie Dunn of
Kirksey will be held today at
one p. m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with Bro. Les Morgan of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Clarks River Cemetery near
Syrnsonia.
Mr. Dunn, age 72, died
Thursday at 8:45 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is a retired farmer, and
survived by two nieces. Mrs.
19-Year Old Girl Battles
Fires From Plane Cockpit
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — A
teen-aged woman has been in
the cockpit of aircraft used this
summer in battling some of the
West's largest forest fires.
It takes strength and lots of
concentration, says 19-year-old
Megann Streeter, but she says
she likes flying the four-engine,
DC6 "slurry bombers" better
than driving on a highway.
"You've got a }oh to do just
like the men do, and if you can
do the job, they don't say
much," said the Salt Lake City
woman, who flies with a char-
ter airline operated by her fa-
ther, John Streeter.
"It just takes time ... and
age. I started flying when I
was 13, and you can't solo until
you're 16, can't get a private
license until you're 17, or a
commercial until you're 18."
She was a copilot on a DC6
used to drop fire retardants on
a 13,000-acre fire in the Tonto
National Forest of central Ari-
zona and smaller blazes around
the state.
Later, she was sent to South-
ern California when two major
fires and a host of smaller ones
broke out.
Miss Streeter, who has logged





"What A Book!" will be the
subject of the sermon by Dr.
license, says there aren't as
many crashes as is popularly
believed. She adds, "There
aren't as many maniacs in the
air as there are on the
ground....
. -Flying forest fires tends to
be a little more hazardous.




Lyle Underwood, elder of the
First Christian Church and
former chairman of the board,
will be the speaker at the 10:45
a. in. services on Sunday,
August 24, at the church.
His subject will be "Basics."
He is speaking in the absence of
the church pastor, Dr. David C.
Roos, who is on vacation.
Dr. Ron Cella will be the
worship leader and Patrice
Fleming will be the candle
lighter. Mrs. Margaret Porter is
music director and Gary
Galloway is organist.
Bailey Gore and Lyle Un-
derwood will serve as elders
with Jim Clopton, Dr. Joe
Cartwright, Dr. Ron Cella,
Terry Hart, Robert Hopkins,
Don McCord, Ron Mitchell, and
Lenvel Yates as deacons.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
B. D. Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Holton.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. The youth groups, Others
and God Squad, will meet at six
p. m. Sunday.
uhk.....tkoktakaw_GLyAdwakLaa4___Ianiii• .m4bact.ss.,at_the4:415 The. flowers_ will .be
Mrs. Betty Ann Boren of and 10:50 a.m. services on -111°6°17 a-Porter fTutebyhIs
Sunday, August 24, at the First
United Methodist Church.
Dr. Fisher will read his
scripture from Luke 9:23-27.
Miss Jennie Holtgren will sing a
solo, "Draw Near To Me," at
both services_ Mrs. Richard
Farrell is organist and Paul
Shahan is music director.
Sunday will be promotion day
for the Sunday School which
meets between the morning
services. At the 10:50 worship
service twelve children who are
being promoted to Elementary
III Class will receive Bibles.
The Junior and Senior United
Methodist Youth Fellowship- scripture from Matthew 9:11-11
groups will meet at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday for recreation with the
senior high program at six p.m.
and junior high program at 6:30
p.m. Supper for both groups will
be served at seven p.m.
The Council on Ministries will
sponsor a series of our Wed-
nesday evening forums to ex-
plore four areas on "What
Should Our Church Do In 1976?"
This Wednesday at eight p.m. a
panel composed of Sid Easley,
Wallace Haggett, and Jack
Johnson will discuss "What
Community Projects Are




Bro. John Dale To
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Dale speak at both the
10:40 a. m. and six p. m. ser-
vices on Sunday, August 24.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Johnny
Bohannon will make the an-
nouncemeNs.
"Doctor's Orders" will be the




Dr. Howard P. Colson,
assistant to the director of the
Seminary Extension Depart-
ment of the Southern Baptist
Convention, will be the guest
speaker at the 10:45 a.m. and
seven p.m. services on Sunday,
August 24, at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
The speaker was employed by
the Baptist Sunday School
Board, Nashville, Tenn., from
1949 until just a few months ago.
Stanford_ Andrus, deacon of
the week, along with G. T.
Moody, minister of education,
and Edward T. Walsh, minister
of youth, will assist in the
morning services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, will present special
music at both services. Their
selections will be "Sing, Make A
Joyful Sound," "Now Thank We
All Our God," "Be Thou My
Vision," and "Lead, Kindly
Light."
Sunday School will be at 9:341
am, and Bible Study will be at
six p.m.
The church nursery will be
open for children, birth through
four years, for parents to attend
the county-wide crusade,*
sponsored by Baptist Churches
of Calloway County, from
Tuesday through Saturday at
7:30 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium, Murray High School.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mrs.
Fred Phillips, Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Galloway, Raymond Clark,
Mrs. Orvis Hendricks, Mrs.
Carney Andrus, Mrs. Carroll
Harrison, Mrs. B. C. Grogan,
l'Aiss Mitzi Cathey. Miss Martha
Lyle Pitman, Mrs. Karl
Hussung, Miss Beth Taylor, and
Miss Cindy Hurt.
daughter, ter,Mrs. Bill Marvin, andh
Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor At
Services Sunday
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will speak at the 10:50 a. m. and
seven p. m. services on Sunday,
August 24, at the church.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Bro. Ron Hampton, minister of
music, at the morning service.
Their selection will be "Yield
Not To Temptation."•
Hayden Rickman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services. He is also
director for Sunday School at
9:40 a. m.
The Men's Choir will sing at
the evening service which will
also include a baptismal ser-
vice.
Rev. White said the church
nursery will be open for
children, birth through four
years, for parents to attend the
county-wide crusade, sponsored
by Baptist Churches of
Calloway County, from Tuesday
through Saturday at 7:30 p. m.
at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray
High School. Memorial Church
will not hold worship services at
the church on Wednesday
evening sd that members may
attend the crusade.
AIRLESS SPRAY
GUN HAS BIG PRESSURE
SAN FtAFAEL, Calif. I AP) —
Consumers have been warned
by the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission that high
pressure airless paint spray
guns may be hazardous under
certain conditions.
The commission said the haz-
ard may arise if the user's
hand, finger or other parts of
the body come in close contact
with the jet spray of paint. Be-
cause the paint in airless spray
guns is ejected with a great
deal of pressure and velocity,
the user's skin could be pene-
trated, injecting paint into the
underling tissues.
The resulting injury to the
skin and tissue may cause per-


















In a strong wind or an emer-
gency, Miss Streeter said she
uses both arms and legs to op-
erate the copilot's controls.
When she's not flying, Miss
Streeter often is on one-hour
flight standby.
"It's a little hard on dating,"
she said. "Every time you go
out, they call. It's almost guar-
anteed."
The job has long hours and
lots of travel, Miss Streeter
said.
"I don't think too many
would like it — man or wom-
an," she added.
But there's a special feeling
about being airborne.
"It's just kind of a feeling
that you're more alone than on
the ground," Miss Streeter
said. "And you're working with
people that know what's going
on."
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3,
down 0.2.
Below dam 301.7, down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3, no
change.
Below dam 302.5, down 4.5.




















27 Manufactured 26 Tears









































13 Growing out 2/8
of
16 Intertwine 28 Cloaks
19 Shovel 29 Portion
20 Pulverized 30 Practices
rock 31 Actual
22 Trades 32 Cubic meters
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